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Abstract

In the health care domain, software gets constantly growing importance. It
enhances the quality of medical treatments in many areas of health care. The
possibilities include processes, support before, during and after treatments,
improved communication among the physicians involved and documentation
of patient cases.

The software system SEE++, developed by the Upper Austrian Research
Corp. department for Medical-Informatics, covers a branch of ophthalmol-
ogy. It supports ophthalmologists before surgical treatments of strabismus
patients. Without software support, these treatments are very complicated
to perform. Consequently, the patient’s squinting is seldomly corrected suf-
ficiently after the first surgical treatment. Obviously, the mostly young
patients and their families suffer from these continued treatments. Using
SEE++, the patient’s pathology and treatment alternatives can be simu-
lated beforehand. These simulations form the basis for the following treat-
ment of the patient.

The project SEE-GRID, a subproject of the Austrian Grid project, en-
hances SEE++ with further components that enable physicians to improve
the quality of future treatments even more. A long-term goal is the inte-
gration of support for Evidence-based Medicine (EbM). EbM incorporates
knowledge from former treatments and clinical studies to improve future
treatments. To store this knowledge, it is necessary to replace the existing
file-based persistence component with a database-based persistence compo-
nent. The goal of this thesis is the design and implementation of such a
component.

In order to enable the integration of the component or rather the data
model into other applications in the health care domain as well, the data
model is based on a metamodel. The component itself publishes the per-
sistence functionality as a Web service and thereby integrates easily and
smoothly into heterogeneous environments.

The thesis starts with an introduction in medical and technical founda-
tions. Afterwards, we introduce the project environment, outline the main
goals of SEE-GRID and derive requirements for the persistence component
from these goals. Next, we describe the design of the persistence component.
The description includes design basics, the system architecture and a threat
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ABSTRACT ix

analysis, as well as the design of the data model and the persistence compo-
nent itself. In the implementation chapter, we highlight important aspects
concerning implementation, such as the selected frameworks, authentication
and authorization.

Afterwards, we compare the database-based persistence component with
the file-based one. The final chapter of the thesis summarizes the results and
discusses the applicability of the persistence components, as well as future
improvements.



Kurzfassung

Software wird auch in der Medizin zu einer immer wichtigeren Komponente.
Sie ermöglicht es, die Qualität der medizinischen Versorgung fortwährend zu
verbessern. Das Verbesserungspotenzial ist vielfältig: Prozesse, Unterstüt-
zung vor, während und nach der Behandlung, Kommunikation und Infor-
mationsaustausch zwischen den behandelnden Ärzten oder Dokumentation
von Krankheitsfällen sind nur einige von vielen Anwendungsgebieten.

Das Softwaresystem SEE++ der Upper Austrian Research GmbH, Ab-
teilung Medizin-Informatik beschäftigt sich mit einem ausgewählten Aspekt
der Augenheilkunde. SEE++ unterstützt Augenärzte im Vorfeld von Ope-
rationen bei Schielpatienten. Die Durchführung dieser Operationen ist ohne
Softwareunterstützung sehr schwierig. Dies führt dazu, dass eine Korrek-
tur selten schon nach der ersten Operation erfolgreich ist und weitere Ein-
griffe notwendig sind. Diese mehrfachen Eingriffe stellen natürlich sowohl
für die vorwiegend jungen Patienten, als auch für deren Familie eine große
Belastung dar. SEE++ ermöglicht es, die Pathologie eines Patienten und
mögliche Operationsalternativen bereits im Vorhinein zu simulieren. Die Si-
mulation schafft eine Basis für die Operation des Patienten.

Das Projekt SEE-GRID, ein Teilprojekt des Austrian Grid Projekts,
ergänzt SEE++ um weitere Komponenten, die es dem Arzt ermöglichen,
die Behandlungen künftig noch weiter zu verbessern. Ein langfristiges Ziel
ist die Erweiterung von SEE++ um Evidenzbasierte Medizin (EbM). EbM
versucht, aus bereits bekannten Krankheitsfällen und medizinischen Studien
Wissen für künftige Behandlungen abzuleiten. Um dieses Wissen zu spei-
chern, muss allerdings die bestehende, dateibasierte Persistenzkomponente
gegen eine datenbankbasierte Implementierung ersetzt werden. Ziel dieser
Diplomarbeit ist die Erstellung einer solchen Komponente.

Um die Komponente bzw. das dahinterliegende Datenmodell künftig
auch für andere medizinische Applikationen zu verwenden, basiert das Da-
tenmodell auf einem Metamodell. Die Komponente selbst stellt den Persi-
stenzmechanismus als Web Service zur Verfügung und gliedert sich auf diese
Weise einfach in heterogene Umgebungen ein.

Die Arbeit beginnt mit einer Einführung in die wesentlichen medini-
schen Grundlagen und technischen Konzepte. Danach wird das Projektum-
feld erläutert, die wesentlichen Zielsetzungen des Projekts SEE-GRID be-
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schrieben und daraus Anforderungen an die Persistenzkomponente abgelei-
tet. Das darauffolgende Kapitel beschreibt das Design der Persistenzkom-
ponente. Es gliedert sich in einen Grundlagenteil, die Systemarchitektur,
eine Analyse von Sicherheitsaspekten und das Design des Datenmodells und
der Persistenzkomponente selbst. Im Implementierungskapitel werden aus-
gesuchte Aspekte der Implementierung wie die verwendeten Frameworks,
Authentifizierung und Autorisierung näher beleuchtet. Danach wird die da-
tenbankbasierte Persistenzkomponente mit der bestehenden dateibasierten
verglichen. Den Abschluß bildet eine Zusammenfassung der Ergebnisse die-
ser Diplomarbeit und eine Diskussion weiterer Anwendungsgebiete sowie
möglicher Erweiterungen.



Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis contributes to the field of strabismus surgery. Strabismus de-
notes a misalignment of the eyes, where both eyes look into different direc-
tions. This is also known as squinting. People suffering from strabismus
are challenged by different problems, such as double-vision and weak vision.
Strabismus can be treated with different methods: eyeglasses, applying light
restraining plasters or strabismus surgery.

However, strabismus surgery is very difficult to perform due to various
reasons. Therefore, the patient’s pathology is seldom corrected sufficiently
in course of the first surgery. As a result, on the one hand, patients are
suffering from strabismus for a very long time and, on the other hand, the
costs for strabismus treatment are very high due to the series of surgeries
needed for the correction.

The Upper Austrian Research Corp. department for Medical-Informat-
ics, develops a simulation software for strabismus surgeries, called SEE++,
in the scope of the SEE-KID project. SEE++ helps surgeons to simulate
the patient’s pathology and to evaluate the best surgery technique before
performing the surgery on the real patient. Using SEE++, the amount of
surgical treatments can be reduced significantly. In fact, most of the time,
the patient’s squinting is corrected sufficiently after the first surgery, which
is a large increase of live quality for the patient.

1.1 Motivation

Yet, SEE++ persists patient records into binary files. This approach works
well for the current needs. Nevertheless, there are a couple of enhancements
in SEE++ that are better addressed by using a relational database to store
patient records.

Currently, the simulation process in SEE++ is very time-consuming
because the surgeon has to adapt many parameters of SEE++ manually.
Therefore, the research project SEE-GRID wants to automate the adap-

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

tation of these parameters. For the adaptation, a parameter optimization
algorithm is developed. To speed up computing time, the algorithm will
obtain its start parameters from a database that holds previously stored
patient records. Obviously, the currently used binary files would not be
suitable at all for this task.

Furthermore, SEE++ will support the encoding of diagnoses based on
medical standards (see Section 3.3.3 on page 23). This feature could also
profit from the employment of a database, by getting individual diagnosis
codes from the database.

The patient database can also serve as a knowledge base. When the
knowledge base contains many patient records, data-mining algorithms can
be applied to it. The SEE-KID team hopes to detect “interesting” pat-
terns in patient records by using this approach. For example, these patterns
could indicate suboptimal treatment methods. This approach is part of
the Evidence-based medicine paradigm, which is discussed shortly in Sec-
tion 7.3.2 on page 92.

As these improvements indicate, SEE++ can definitely profit from a
flexible, distributed architecture with a database as a backend.

1.2 Goals

The previous section already discussed that a persistence component for
SEE++ based on a database can contribute greatly to future enhancements
of SEE++. Hence, the primary goal is to develop such a persistence com-
ponent. Another goal of this thesis is to develop the data model for the
database.

SEE++ has recently been decomposed into a server component and a
client component. Both components use standard Web service technology to
communicate with each other. The newly developed persistence component
should plug in smoothly into the existing infrastructure. The persistence
component must not only serve the SEE++ client, but also integrate with
two other clients: a stripped version of SEE++ built as Java applet, called
SeeApplet, and the parameter optimization component introduced in the
previous section. Therefore, the persistence component must be able to run
in very heterogeneous environments, and it has to be accessible from very
different clients too.

1.3 Thesis Outline

This outline should give the reader a short overview about the topics dis-
cussed in this thesis. It is intended to guide the reader to specific topics
concerning the persistence component, which are of particular interest for
the reader.
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Chapter 2 gives an introduction into the basic concepts needed to un-
derstand the persistence component. It mainly covers medical basics in the
domain of ophthalmology, metamodeling basics and more technical topics
such as Grid Computing and Web services, the building blocks of the per-
sistence component.

Chapter 3 describes already existing systems and the Austrian Grid
project, which is the parent project of SEE-GRID. It further describes the
goals of SEE-GRID and derives the most important requirements for the
persistence component.

Chapter 4 discusses the design. It starts with an introduction of the
basic design principles used. After that, an analysis to find out security
threats is performed. Then, we describe the design of the metamodel-based
data model in detail, and finally, the design of the persistence component is
presented.

In Chapter 5, the chosen frameworks are introduced shortly. It also
highlights some implementation details of the persistence component and
additional tools needed for development.

Chapter 6 presents a comparison of the existing file-based approach with
the new database-driven approach.

In the final Chapter 7, we describe the results of this thesis, present areas
of applicability and suggest possible future improvements.



Chapter 2

Basic Concepts

This chapter gives an introduction into basic notions covered in this thesis.
The relevant topics range from purely medical basics like ophthalmology to
purely technical basics like Grid Computing or Web services. Furthermore,
this chapter describes the state-of-the-art of simulation software in the field
of strabismus surgery.

2.1 Medical Notions

2.1.1 Introduction

This section gives a very brief overview about the basic concepts in ophthal-
mology, especially in the field of strabismus. However, it is not intended as
a comprehensive introduction into this highly complex subject. For more
information on ophthalmology please refer to [KdDWK+95]. This work pro-
vides also specific information about strabismus. After reading this section,
the reader should be familiar with the most important medical notions in
order to understand the discussion about the design of the data model (see
Section 4.4 on page 43).

2.1.2 Anatomy of the Human Eye

The human eye is a highly complex part of the human body which is re-
sponsible for the sense of sight. For the subsequent discussion, we divide
the visual system into the following parts:

• Globe

• Associated muscles

• Nerves that innervate these muscles

Furthermore, the neural structures in the human brain are also an im-
portant and interesting part of the visual system. However, they are not
relevant in this context and, therefore, not a subject of this discussion.

4



CHAPTER 2. BASIC CONCEPTS 5

The Globe

The globe is the only part of the human eye that is (partially) visible from
outside. Its main task is to convert light impulses into electrical impulses,
which can be interpreted by the brain as a visual impression.

Figure 2.1: Diagram of a human eye [NEI04]

Figure 2.1 shows the following parts of the globe:

• Cornea – the transparent upper layer of the eye which covers the
lower layers

• Sclera – the skin that surrounds the globe

• Iris – lying behind the Cornea, it widens or contracts in respect to
the amount of surrounding light; it also determines the eye color

• Lens – focuses, just as a camera lens, on objects at different distances,
in order to provide a clear and sharp image

• Vitreous Humor – a viscous fluid that fills the eye ball; its main
task is to protect the light sensitive retina

• Retina – a layer in the back of the globe which finally transforms
light impulses into electrical impulses. For this purpose, the retina
consists of many photo receptor cells, called rods (primary for recog-
nizing shapes) or cones (primary for color vision).

• Optic Nerve – transmits the electrical impulses to the brain
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Muscles of the Human Eye

Six muscles allow the eye to move in three dimensions. We call these move-
ments:

• Adduction/Abduction, a horizontal movement toward the nose/a-
way from the nose.

• Elevation/Depression, an upward/downward movement.

• Torsion, the rotation of the eye around the line of sight.

In medicine, it is common to use Latin terms, so a physician refers to
a movement toward the nose, or more accurately toward the midline of the
body, as medial. Table 2.1 gives a complete overview of the commonly used
terms for medical directions.

Anatomical Terms Direction
Medial Toward the midline of the body
Lateral Away from the midline of the body
Proximal Toward a reference point (extremity)
Distal Away from a reference point (extremity)
Inferior Lower or below
Superior Upper or above
Cephalad or Cranial Head
Caudal or Caudad Tail, tail end
Anterior or Ventral Toward the front
Posterior or Dorsal Toward the back

Table 2.1: Terms of Medical Directions [Buc04]

The names of the eye muscles are derived from their primary actions. For
example, the medial rectus contains the term medial. This implies that its
primary action is a movement toward the midline of the body (see Table 2.1).
This, in turn, means that the medial rectus’ primary action is adduction.
This pattern is similar for the other five muscles. Table 2.2 on the following
page lists the six eye muscles and their primary actions.

Various parts of the brain and three oculomotor nerves per eye adjust
both eyes in accordance with each other, i.e. eyes cannot be moved sepa-
rately. This dependency preserves binocular vision regardless of the gaze
position.
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Muscle Primary action
Superior Rectus Elevation
Inferior Rectus Depression
Medial Rectus Adduction
Lateral Rectus Abduction
Superior Oblique Downward and inside
Inferior Oblique Upward and outside

Table 2.2: Primary actions of the six eye muscles

2.1.3 Strabismus

Strabismus, more commonly known as squinting, is a misalignment of the
eyes. Normally, both eyes look in the same direction, which is interpreted
by the brain as a three-dimensional image of the field of vision. A person
suffering from strabismus sees double-images due to misaligned eyes.

We can classify strabismus by time-incidence and/or squinting direc-
tion. Latent strabismus (Heterophoria) only occurs when binocular vision
is prevented by dissociation of the eyes, whereas manifest strabismus (Het-
erotropia) occurs all the time. Concerning the squinting direction, we can
distinguish four different directions [Buc04]:

• Inward (Esophoria/-tropia)

• Outward (Exophoria/-tropia)

• Upward (Hyperphoria/-tropia)

• Downward (Hypophoria/-tropia)

Strabismus treatment methods range from eye glasses and occlusion
treatment, where a “plaster is applied over the squinting and normal eyes in
a specific rhythm”, to strabismus surgery [Buc04]. However, binocular vi-
sion has not recovered fully immediately after surgery. The healing process
has to be supported by the other treatment methods mentioned.

2.1.4 Hess-Lancaster Test

Because of the binocular function of the human eyes, there is only one eye
focusing on a point, the fixing eye, whereas the other eye is just following
and is therefore called the following eye. The Hess-Lancaster Test is one
of many possibilities to test the binocular function of a patient’s eyes. The
Hess-Lancaster test treats both eyes separately; that means, it consists of a
test of the right eye and a test of the left eye.

The Hess-Lancaster test exploits the above-mentioned principle of the
binocular function and dissociates both eyes by applying red-green glasses.
Red-green glasses contain one green lens and one red lens. Each of these
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lenses filters out every color, but the color of the lens. This means that
a person wearing red-green glasses recognizes only red parts of the color
spectrum with one eye and only green parts of the color spectrum with the
other eye.

As outlined in [Buc04], the Hess-Lancaster test is performed as follows:

1. The patient wears red-green glasses with the red filter in front of the
fixing eye.

2. The patient gets a green light pointer, the examiner a red one.

3. The examiner projects the red light spot onto the Hess screen; the
patient must now bring the green light spot over the red one. If the
patient is healthy, the red and the green light spot are aligned. If
a patient suffers from strabismus, the examiner can observe that the
patient points the red light spot onto a different position on the Hess
screen.

The results of this test are two Hess-Lancaster Diagrams, one for each
eye, as shown for the left eye in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Hess-Lancaster diagram for the Left Eye

The blue dots on the diagram indicate the points where the examiner
pointed the light spot, whereas the red ones indicate where the patient
pointed the light spot. The lines in-between are linearly interpolated be-
tween the dots. The blue shape is called intended gaze pattern, the red one
is called simulated gaze pattern.
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2.2 SEE-KID Project

2.2.1 Project History

In the context of this thesis, the research project Software Engineering En-
vironment for Knowledge-based Interactive eye motility Diagnostics (SEE-
KID) plays an important role. The SEE-KID project was initiated by Prim.
Prof. Dr. Siegfried Priglinger, head of the ophthalmologic department at
the convent hospital of the “Barmherzigen Brüder” in Linz. In its initial
phase, the project was carried out by the Upper Austrian University of
Applied Sciences in Hagenberg in cooperation with the convent hospital
of the “Barmherzigen Brüder” in Linz, the MRT institute (Linz), the De-
partment of Neurology of the University Hospital Zürich (Zürich) and the
Smith-Kettlewell Eye Research Institute (San Francisco). In 2003, the Up-
per Austrian Research Corp. (UAR) founded the Department of Medical
Informatics in Hagenberg, which has been responsible for SEE-KID since
then. The cooperation with the other parties still exists.

2.2.2 SEE++

The main product of the SEE-KID project is the Simulation Expert for
Eyes + Diagnoses + Transposition Surgery (SEE++), an interactive simu-
lation system for eye muscle surgeries (see Figure 2.3 on the following page).
Unfortunately, it is very likely that the result of strabismus surgery is not
satisfactory after the first operation. There are two main reasons for this
problem: first, the highly complex anatomical structure of the human eye
and, second, the small structures of the human eye. The latter has a nega-
tive impact on the accuracy of surgeries. As a consequence, patients usually
have to undergo surgery several times which is not only exhausting for the
patients but also an expense factor that is not to be underestimated.

SEE++ aims to solve the above mentioned problems by simulating the
pathology and surgeries for a given patient. Initially, the ophthalmologist
has to perform a Hess-Lancaster test for his real patient. Then, the results
have to be supplied to SEE++. Supported by SEE++, the ophthalmologist
can simulate as many surgical treatments as he considers necessary to find
the most suitable surgical treatment for his patient. For this purpose the
ophthalmologist can use different models of the human eye in SEE++, as
the next section outlines.
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Figure 2.3: The SEE++ Software System

2.3 Biomechanical Eye Models

Eye models in general serve the purpose of giving us a better understanding
of the effects among different parts of the human eye. One of the first-
known eye models was created by C.G.T. Ruete in 1845; it was a mechanical
model of the eye. Some years later, in 1869, the German physician Alfred
Wilhelm Volkmann published the results of a statistical study about the
geometrical characteristics of the human eye. The results of his study formed
an important basis for the development of further eye models. One of these
eye models is the so-called string model, which was developed by Krewson
in 1950. Its name originates from the fact that it treats a muscle as a
string. Another important model was developed 15 years later by Robinson:
The tape model was more sophisticated than Krewson’s string model. It
improved the string model by including a fixing structure to reduce muscle
side-slip. Unfortunately, the model was still too inaccurate. Further research
developed the currently most accurate model called active pulley model. It
was developed and published by Miller and Demer [MD99] in 1995.

According to [Buc04], a biomechanical model tries to simulate physio-
logic functions of the human body by using parts, properties and parameters
that are comparable to the human example. The underlying biomechanical
model of SEE++ is one of the most sophisticated models worldwide.
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It consists of the following parts:

• Geometrical model – it describes geometrical abstractions and their
interactions.

• Muscle Force model – it describes the influence of muscles on the
geometry.

• Kinematic model – it calculates the eye position from a given muscle
innervation (forward kinematics) or can derive muscle innervations
from a given eye position (inverse kinematics).

2.4 Models in Health Care

Recording information is vital to many applications. Modern business ap-
plications have to cope with a vast amount of information, be it e-commerce
applications handling customers and products, or e-banking applications,
which occupy with accounting. Nevertheless, the underlying data models
that reflect the business needs are rather simple compared with the require-
ments of comprehensive models in health care. This is mainly due to the
high complexity of the human anatomy, which makes finding suitable struc-
tures rather challenging. Furthermore, medical applications must provide
means to store many measurements in a structured form. As an example
for the complexity of models in health care, just consider the model created
in this diploma thesis. It just covers one field of ophthalmology, but already
has to support measurements of roughly a few hundred phenomena.

To overcome the complexity of models in health care, the British Na-
tional Health Service (NHS) started the NHS Healthcare Modelling Pro-
gramme (HcMP) in the mid-1980s. The program aimed to model different
aspects of the health care domain. In 1987, the first data model was pub-
lished. By 1992, about 30 projects had been carried out in the frame of
this program. One of these projects developed the Cosmos Clinical Pro-
cess Model, which was created, among others, by Martin Fowler. Although
the model itself is no longer available, Fowler documented many ideas for
this model in [Fow04a], which, in turn, has heavily inspired the data model
described in this thesis.

Based on the models created in the HcMP, one highly abstract model,
known as the Common Basic Specification Generic Model, was created. Af-
terwards, this model was reviewed for 3 years and proved its practical ap-
plicability and acceptance within the NHS. To share the gained knowledge
with the public, the model is available online [NHS95].
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2.5 Metamodels

First of all, the term meta needs to be defined. According to [Dud02], meta
is derived from the Ancient Greek “meta” and literally means “among”,
“with”, “from” or “after”. Especially in the field of computer science, meta
is also referred to as “about”. For the following discussion, we will stick to
the latter definition.

Based on this definition, a metamodel is a model about a model. Its
main purpose is to provide the basic structure to build models from it. Fig-
ure 2.4 describes a simple metamodel for Entity Relationship diagrams (ER
diagrams), see [Che79]. Although not fully featured, it helps at explaining
some aspects of metamodels.

- name : String

Relationship

- name : String

Entity - partnerA

- partnerB

- type : DataType
- name : String

Attribute

- attributes

- A's primary key

- B's primary key

- primary key

Figure 2.4: A simple metamodel for Entity-Relationship diagrams

A specific model is a set of instances of the meta-classes Entity, Rela-
tionship, and Attribute according to the given domain (see Figure 2.5).

name = AUTHOR_WRITES_BOOK

bookAuthor : Relationship

type = VARCHAR
name = lastName

lastName : Attribute

type = VARCHAR
name = title

title : Attribute

attribute[0] primary key[0]

name = Author

author : Entity

name = Book

book : Entity

partnerA

B's primary keyA's primary key

partnerB

attribute[0]primary key[0]

Figure 2.5: Applying the metamodel

Using this example, let us discuss some aspects of metamodels.
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2.5.1 Semantics

The metamodel enforces semantics by the terms and relations used. They
form the language of the described domain. The metamodel in the example
uses the terms “Entity”, “Relationship” and “Attribute”. Furthermore, it
describes that entities have a couple of attributes; some of them are pri-
mary key attributes. Thus, this domain language makes the modeler think
in terms of entities, attributes and relationships, as well as how they are
associated.

2.5.2 Stability

If the data model in the example above also needs to store the first name
of an author, just a new instance of “Attribute” has to be added to the
data model. The metamodel remains untouched; there is no need to change
the domain vocabulary of the metamodel. Consequently, assuming that
the metamodel has been deployed to a relational database, no new tables
need to be added; the database contains just a new record. Therefore, the
introduction of a metamodel also contributes to the stability of the database
that contains that metamodel.

2.5.3 Expressiveness and Applicability

Another simple metamodel is the one in Figure 2.6. It can also be applied to
the same problem domain as the metamodel in Figure 2.4 on the preceding
page. Moreover, it can be applied to many other problem domains, so it has
a high applicability.

- name : String

Element 2..* 0..*

- name : String

Relationship

Figure 2.6: A very simple metamodel

However, its major drawback is that it provides little semantics, or in
other words no expressiveness. The other extreme of this metamodel is
an overly detailed metamodel. Hence, a metamodeler has to manage the
tradeoff between expressiveness and applicability. If the metamodel is too
expressive, it is likely that it cannot be used in any desired context and vice
versa. Considering performance issues, it is better to be more expressive.

During deployment, tables in a database, usually a relational one, will
represent the metamodel. If the metamodel is too abstract, many queries
are necessary to extract the information needed. Therefore, a more abstract
metamodel will typically result in lower performance. Furthermore, it is
typically harder to understand than a more concrete one.
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2.6 Grid Computing

2.6.1 Definition

The grid experts Ian Foster and Carl Kesselman define (Computational)
Grid in [Fos99] as “a hardware and software infrastructure that provides
dependable, consistent, pervasive, and inexpensive access to high-end com-
putational capabilities.” To make the definition clearer, Foster provides a
check list in [Fos02]. According to this checklist, a Grid (in general) is a
system that:

1. coordinates resources that are not subject to centralized control

2. uses standard, open, general-purpose protocols and interfaces

3. delivers nontrivial qualities of service.

2.6.2 Infrastructure

To sum Foster’s points up, a grid is a decentralized software system which
consists of inexpensive components and provides a relatively huge number of
resources. [OSG05] defines grid site or site as “[...] a logical name denoting a
concrete, persistent, uniquely identifiable, and testable set of grid resources
that can be accessed and/or scheduled against remotely. A ’site’ offers com-
puting services, persistent storage services, or both [...]”. Possible resources
can be, for example, storage space or computational resources. This leads to
two main application areas of grids: Data Grids and Computational Grids.

A grid does not only need hardware infrastructure but also software in-
frastructure. This software infrastructure has many different tasks [JFB+03]:

• Security includes authentication, authorization and data encryption.

• Brokering identifies available resources in the Grid.

• Scheduling is responsible for job scheduling along multiple Grid sites.

• Data management components move data reliably and securely
to specific Grid sites.

• Job and resource management provides facilities to launch jobs
on particular resources, monitoring and retrieval of results.

However, to get the maximum value and interoperability, the components
performing these tasks have to be standardized. This allows connecting grids
of different vendors together. To accomplish this goal, two standards have
evolved. The first, Open Grid Services Architecture (OGSA), covers the
services a grid has to provide; the second, Open Grid Services Interface
(OGSI), covers grid interoperability. The recently released Globus Toolkit
4.0 of the Globus Alliance is the reference implementation for OGSA.
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Globus consists of various components to address the above-mentioned
tasks:

• Grid Security Infrastructure (GSI) to address security issues.

• Monitoring and Discovery Service (MDS) covers broker func-
tionality.

• Global Access to Secondary Storage (GASS) for data manage-
ment.

• Globus Resource Allocation Manager (GRAM) for job and re-
source management.

Since Globus 4.0 has no built-in scheduling component, third party soft-
ware is needed to perform this task.

2.7 Web Services

2.7.1 History

In December 1999, the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) set up a mailing
list for the discussion of XML protocol-related issues. A few months later, in
May 2000, a first submission of the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP)
1.1. was acknowledged by the W3C. This event formed the foundation of
further investigation in creating an XML-based remoting technology. Since
then, many Web service-related standards have evolved, manifested and
improved. Today, developers are faced with many acronyms like SOAP,
WSDL, UDDI, and many others when dealing with Web services.

2.7.2 Purpose

According to Web Service Architecture Working Group of the W3C, a Web
service is a “[...] software system designed to support interoperable machine-
to-machine interaction over a network. It has an interface described in
a machine-processable format [...]. Other systems interact with the Web
service in a manner prescribed by its description using SOAP messages,
typically conveyed using HTTP with an XML serialization in conjunction
with other Web-related standards.” [HB04].

Thus, Web services are a remoting technology like Remote Procedure
Calls (RPC), Remote Method Invocation (RMI), Common Object Request
Broker Architecture (CORBA) or Distributed Component Object Model
(DCOM). The main reasons for the advent of Web services can be found
in their main goals. They include interoperability, reliability and security
[ABFG04].

Compared with the goals of the CORBA specification of the Object
Management Group (OMG), they are not so much different. Nevertheless,
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in a lot of fields of application, CORBA has not gained high acceptance.
The main reasons are its high complexity, a noticeable performance over-
head and, at least in its beginnings, its unawareness of firewalls. RMI and
DCOM do not have similar goals as Web services, especially not concerning
interoperability. Although RPC provides interoperability at some level, it
is, essentially, only a thin layer around the Socket API.

2.7.3 Achieving interoperability

A standard approach to achieve interoperability is to define interfaces using
an intermediate language. Web services use the XML dialect Web Service
Description Language (WSDL) for this purpose. Target language specific
WSDL compilers generate source code from the WSDL file. This source
code serves the purpose of providing a Web service (server-side) and con-
suming a Web service (client-side). Other remoting technologies like RPC or
CORBA use a very similar approach; conceptually, all mentioned approaches
to achieve interoperability can be considered equivalent.

2.7.4 Web Service Discovery

After deployment of a Web service, it can be published using the Universal
Description, Discovery and Integration (UDDI) protocol. There exist well-
known UDDI registries where Web services can be published; for example
[IBM05] provides such an UDDI registry. After registration of a Web service,
clients can query these UDDI registries to discover the newly published Web
service. Ironically, UDDI registries themselves are implemented as Web
services as well. To allow structured queries, UDDI defines a data model
that consists of the following entities (according to [vR02]).

• businessEntity – information about the party who publishes infor-
mation about a family of services

• businessService – descriptive information about a particular service

• bindingTemplate – technical information about a service entry point
and construction specs

• publisherAssertion – information about a relationship between two
parties, asserted by one of them

• tModel – descriptions of specifications for services or taxonomies
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2.7.5 Message Encoding

The Web service specification defines the Simple Object Access Protocol
(SOAP) as the message encoding protocol for Web service data. SOAP is,
like all other Web service protocols, an XML dialect. The following listing
shows a sample SOAP message:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<soap:Envelope

xmlns:soap="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/">

<soap:Header/>

<soap:Body>

<ns:ImportantMessage>

<ns:text>Hello World!</ns:text>

</ns:ImportantMessage>

</soap:Body>

</soap:Envelope>

We can now derive the basic structure of a SOAP message. The SOAP
message is enclosed by the <soap:Envelope> tag, just as an envelope en-
closes the contained letter. Inside the envelope, there are the optional
<soap:Header>, which contains transaction or routing information, and the
<soap:Body>, which holds the actual message content. The message content
can be encoded in four different message modes. A message mode simply
defines how complex types, like a class Person, are represented in the XML
document. According to [CJ02], the specified message modes are:

• Document/literal

• Document/encoded

• RPC/literal

• RPC/encoded

Another important issue is that SOAP is completely orthogonal to the
chosen transport protocol. Although Web services communicate via Hy-
pertext Transport Protocol (HTTP) in most cases, other protocols, such
as Transport Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) or Simple Mail
Transport Protocol (SMTP), are also possible alternatives. By permitting
the use of HTTP as a transport protocol for Web services, firewall aware-
ness, a major issue of other remoting technologies, is easily solved. To a
firewall, a Web Server hosting a Web service is the same as a Web Server
hosting plain HTML pages. Nevertheless, it is expected that future fire-
wall implementations will recognize and analyze SOAP messages for invalid
content as well.
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Unfortunately, it has been discovered that different encoding styles lead
to interoperability issues. Therefore, the Web Services Interoperability Or-
ganization (WS-I) defined the WS-I Basic Profile, currently available as
version 1.1 [WSI05], which restricts the structure of SOAP and WSDL doc-
uments, in order to maximize interoperability among different Web service
toolkits.

2.7.6 Web Services in the Context of Grid Computing

Since the two major standards in Grid Computing, OGSA and OGSI, are
based on service oriented architecture (SOA), Web services play a very im-
portant role in this area. Back in 2003, the OGSI specification version 1.0
was released. It defined mechanisms on how to extend WSDL and XML
Schema to enable stateful Web services or more generally stateful resources
and called them Grid services.

Unfortunately, when OGSI was released, many Web service standards
were not mature enough. So, the OGSI team had to create proprietary
extensions to address important requirements in the grid. According to
[CFF+04], four important issues arose from OGSI:

1. Specification overload

2. Incompatibility with existing Web services and XML tooling

3. Overly object-oriented

4. Forthcoming WSDL 2.0 capability realized as unsupported extensions
to WSDL 1.1

New standards have emerged and existing standards have matured since
the proposal of OGSI which rendered some of the proprietary extensions ob-
solete. Therefore, OGSI was refactored to become more standard-compliant.
This new standard is called the Web Services Resource Framework (WSRF).
It addresses the above-mentioned drawbacks of OGSI as follows.

To address the first point, WSRF is published not as one single mono-
lithic specification but as a set of six specifications that “address aspects
as creation, addressing, inspection, and lifetime management of stateful re-
sources” [CFF+04]. Point two and four were improved by relying on existing
Web service standards rather than creating new ones. Point three needs fur-
ther explanation. The OGSI specification coupled a service and its state,
which was not accepted by the community. WSRF clarified the concept
of stateful resources by replacing Grid services with a “composition of a
stateful resource and a Web service” [CFF+04].
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Problem Statement

3.1 Existing Systems and Current Status

3.1.1 Persistence

Currently, SEE++ allows saving patient records into files. The files are bi-
nary coded and contain personal data of the patients and their biomechan-
ical model, as well as the performed steps of the pathologies and surgery
simulations.

Although saving patient records to files is very simple and intuitive for
users, because it is familiar for them, it is not very flexible. For example, it
does not allow users to compare patients to each other, and there is no cen-
tralized storage for patient records. As a result, it is highly likely that patient
records are stored redundantly or accidentally get lost. Another drawback
is incompatibility between different versions, due to possible changes of the
file format.

3.1.2 Client/Server Architecture

Until 2004, SEE++ was merely a standalone rich-client application. Re-
cently, the software has been redesigned to a client/server based architec-
ture. In this architecture, the client acts mainly as a visualization front end,
whereas the server performs all necessary calculations. The server compo-
nent is implemented as a Web service, which communicates via SOAP with
its clients.

The new architecture also enables the implementation of thin clients.
Currently, a publicly accessible Java applet is available on [SEE05].

19
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3.2 Project Environment

3.2.1 Austrian Grid Project

The Austrian Grid project is funded by the Austrian Ministry for Education,
Science and Culture (BMBWK) and started in April 2004. Jens Volkert of
the Institute of Graphics and Parallel Processing (GUP) at the Johannes
Kepler University Linz is the project coordinator.

The main goal of the project is to pioneer Grid Computing in Austria.
There are 14 groups involved in this project. The groups are divided into
three layers, according to their interests:

• Middleware: These groups are grid experts and provide middleware
software packages for the grid. Their main interest is research in the
field of Grid Computing.

• Applications: These groups want to use the grid for their applica-
tions.

• Infrastructure: These groups support other groups with basic hard-
and software infrastructure for a grid. Among other tasks, they also
provide basic documentation and act as certification authority.

3.2.2 SEE-GRID

SEE-GRID is a work package of the Austrian Grid project; its name within
the project is WP A-1c (Virtual Eye Surgery). The work package leader
is Wolfgang Schreiner of the Research Institute for Symbolic Computation
(RISC) at the Johannes Kepler University Linz. The work is accomplished
by RISC and UAR in close cooperation.

Simulation Process in SEE++

In Section 2.2.2 on page 9, the process an ophthalmologist follows when
using SEE++ was outlined shortly. We will now discuss this process in
more detail, in order to point out the problems that arise from the current
process.

First, the ophthalmologist performs a Hess-Lancaster test on the real
patient, as described in Section 2.1.4 on page 7. Then, the results of this
test are entered into SEE++. These results are called the measured gaze
pattern. After that, the ophthalmologist has to adjust the default eye model,
i.e. the eye model that defines the default patient, until the simulated gaze
pattern fits the measured gaze pattern. We call this process pathology fitting.

On this simulated patient, the ophthalmologist can simulate the surgery.
For the surgery simulation, the ophthalmologist cannot adjust every param-
eter of the eye model. This results from the fact that, during the surgery of
a real patient, the ophthalmologist cannot affect parameters like the globe
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radius or the innervation of the muscles either. Therefore, only a subset
of the eye model parameters can be adjusted. Consequently, the surgery
simulation is regarded as successful when the simulated gaze pattern (ap-
proximately) matches the intended gaze pattern.

Goals of SEE-GRID

However, the process described above includes two very time consuming
steps: pathology fitting and surgery simulation. To automate these steps, we
have to formalize the problem of fitting two gaze patterns via a modification
of eye model parameters. Moreover, for surgery simulation, there are also
side constraints concerning which parameters may be modified.

The main goal of SEE-GRID is the automation of pathology fitting.
Surgery simulation is much more complex, as the above-mentioned side con-
straints have to be met. Therefore, it will not be realized in course of this
project. Experiments with the pathology fitting component and research in
this area will serve as a basis for the development of a surgery simulation
component.

Chosen Approach

Mathematically, the two problems mentioned are multidimensional opti-
mization problems. Since the eye model provides more than 100 parameters,
the algorithm needs a lot of computational resources. In order to keep the
response time low, the algorithm will not run on the client computer, but
in a grid environment, which provides much more computational power.

Typically, optimization algorithms advance iteratively from a given start-
ing point to a solution. Therefore, the problem arises on how to provide a
“good” starting point.

To solve this problem, a database that holds patient records is needed.
This database contains many patient records along with their gaze patterns
and eye models. The pathology fitting algorithm can query the database and
search for gaze patterns “similar” to the given one. The eye model of the best
fitting gaze pattern can serve as starting point. After the calculation of a new
gaze pattern, the pathology fitting algorithm can store the calculated gaze
pattern and the corresponding eye model into the database again. Therefore,
for subsequent calculations, there are more gaze patterns to choose from, and
it is more likely that a good starting point is found. Figure 3.1 on the next
page outlines these scenarios.
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Local Database

Grid Database

(3) Grid calculations 
use data

(4) Grid calculations 
generate data

Local Database

(1) Enter data in 
local database

(2) Forward data to 
grid database

Grid

Figure 3.1: Scenarios for the Database (adapted from [BSB+04])

3.3 Requirements

In the section above, we described the chosen approach for the pathology
fitting component. This section describes the requirements for a persis-
tence component that serves two purposes: First, it provides a persistence
mechanism to SEE++ clients , and second, it supports the pathology fit-
ting component by providing gaze patterns as starting parameters for the
pathology fitting algorithm.

3.3.1 Preserve Persistence Functionality

The new persistence component must be based on a database management
system. Although, technically seen, the persistence component of SEE++
changes entirely, the functionality must at least stay equal to the existing
file-based persistence component. The new persistence component will not
replace the existing one, but coexist with it. Therefore, it has to be equally
possible to import and export patient records using files, but also to save,
load or delete them using the database-based persistence mechanism.
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3.3.2 Be Aware of the Grid

In order to support the pathology fitting algorithm, which will be executed
in the grid, the persistence component must also be grid-aware. As already
mentioned in Section 2.7.6 on page 18, grids are service-oriented. Therefore,
the persistence component will need a Web service front-end.

3.3.3 Consider Typical Features of Medical Databases

Logical Deletion

We call the deletion of a database record using the delete functionality of
a database management system physical deletion and tagging a database
record as deleted by the application logic itself logical deletion. Hence, the
main difference is that a logically deleted record physically remains in the
database, whereas a physically deleted one does not. To allow complete
documentation of patient records, the persistence component must not allow
physical deletion, but logical deletion. Consequently, although a patient
record deleted by the user appears to be deleted, only a system administrator
is able to recover logically deleted data. Certainly, he is also able to delete
the logically deleted data physically as well.

Privacy

Patient records contain very sensible information; it is never intended that
other people than the involved doctors and the patient itself get access to
this information. As a consequence, patient records accessible from the grid
must not contain any personal data, in order to ensure the patient’s privacy.

Encoding of Diagnoses

In health care, various classification standards have established. In the con-
text of SEE++, an important one is the International Classification of Dis-
eases (ICD) [WHO05] for encoding of diagnoses. The ICD classification will
be discussed in more detail in Section 4.4 on page 43.

The persistence component must, on the one hand, allow the clients to
retrieve the available ICD codes. On the other hand, it must also be able to
store these encoded values for a specific treatment.

3.3.4 Support for Multiple Languages

Currently, the rich client supports multiple languages for the user interface.
This feature is known as internationalization. Adapting an international-
ized product to a specific language is referred to as localization. In most
cases, this does not only include the translation of texts appearing in the
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user interface, but also issues like currency, time zone and different deci-
mal separators. In SEE++, another important issue is the adaptation of
available insurance companies, depending on the country. Therefore, clients
should get all data, including the insurance companies, depending on a given
Locale, which consists of a country and a language.

3.3.5 Based on a Metamodel

The Department of Medical Informatics of the UAR focuses on applications
in the health care domain. It mainly develops two products. One of them
is SEE++, the other one is Burncase. Burncase supports doctors during
diagnosis, medical treatment and documentation of human burn injuries.

Although a database management system is already in use for Burncase,
the two teams want to be flexible enough to refactor their existing data
model and integrate the data model described in this thesis into different
applications. Therefore, the data model should allow easy integration of new
products. As already outlined in Section 2.5 on page 12, a metamodel-based
data model, is a good approach to serve this requirement.

3.3.6 Easy Integration Into Existing Client Software

As various SEE++ clients already exist, an important issue is the integration
of the new persistence component into these applications. Naturally, the
integration should affect as little parts of the client software as possible, in
order to minimize the integration effort.
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Design

This chapter describes the design of a system that conforms to the require-
ments in Section 3.3 on page 22. It is the core of this thesis, containing the
most important concepts needed for the implementation of such a system.

First, the design principles are outlined. Then, the system architecture
will be presented using a top-down approach.

Software in the health care domain processes highly confidential infor-
mation. Therefore, the software must also be designed with security aspects
in mind, to withstand or react to attacks and to protect the privacy of the
stored patient data. Therefore, a part of this chapter will also cover an
analysis of security related threats and design measures to mitigate these
threats.

Next, the core part of the whole application, the design of the metamodel-
driven data model, will be presented. After that, the design of the persis-
tence component will be refined.

It has to be noted that this chapter will not define any specific technology
or even a target programming language. This design can be implemented in
any programming language that supports an interoperable remoting tech-
nology, such as Web services (see Section 2.7 on page 15), a database access
technology and ideally, but not necessarily, an Object Relational Mapping
(O/R-Mapping) library (see Section 5.1.1 on page 67). Although the design
suggests an object-oriented language, it is not a must.

4.1 Design Basics

This section describes the main principles that drive the design process and
decisions concerning the database and the persistence component. As a
design cannot be clear and concise without design goals, a definition of the
main design goals will be outlined at the very beginning. Afterwards, the
important design principles are derived and presented.

25
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4.1.1 Design Goals

The design goals define here drive design decisions and guide the design pro-
cess into a clear direction. Without goals, there are many ad-hoc decisions
without a clear focus; in the worst case these decisions are even conflicting.
After their definition, the goals are sorted according to their importance
in the design process of the persistence component. We use the definitions
of [MSD05] to describe the design goals:

• Availability – the ability of an application to be present and ready
for use

• Manageability – the ability of an application to be administered

• Performance – the measure of an application’s operation under load

• Reliability – the ability of an application to perform in a predictable
manner

• Scalability – the ability of an application to match increasing demand
with an increase in resources

• Securability – the ability of an application to protect its resources

Additionally, the following goals, described in [IEE90], are also relevant:

• Maintainability – the ease with which a software system or compo-
nent can be modified to correct faults, improve performance or other
attributes, or adapt to a changed environment

• Portability – the ease with which a system or component can be
transferred from one hardware or software environment to another

• Testability – the degree to which a system or component facilitates
the establishment of test criteria and the performance of tests to de-
termine whether those criteria have been met

We cannot take each of the above defined design goals into account.
Therefore, we will now pick five design goals, which have top priority for
design decisions. These are:

1. Maintainability, in order to allow easy changing of individual parts
and experimenting with the component.

2. Securability, as patient records contain very confidential information.

3. Testability, which essentially supports Maintainability.

4. Reliability, which ensures that the persistence component does not
fail disgracefully or provide corrupt data on wrong input data or other
unusual environmental circumstances.

5. Portability, in order to be technology independent.
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According to the well-known principle “First make it work, then make
it fast”, performance is definitely not a goal of this design. This results in a
cleaner design and more understandable code. The main advantage is clear:
The reference implementation has fewer bugs, and there are enough test
cases in place to ensure that future performance improvements do not break
any functionality. Since profiler measurements are better than intuition, this
decision also saves development time by not optimizing wrong parts of the
code before performance problems even arise.

The other design goals mentioned are not completely irrelevant. They
are considered as pointers for design decisions where considering the top five
goals leads to no clear solution.

4.1.2 Design Principles

The design principles described in this section constrain the design, in order
to support the above-mentioned design goals.

Interfaces

An interface, in this context, is a contract between software units that de-
scribes the responsibilities of each party. For these parties, two roles are
possible: The exporter of an interface is responsible for providing a defini-
tion for each method declared that conforms to the interface. The importer
is responsible for using the exporter as specified in the contract. The inter-
face defines a set of methods with the following characteristics [Sie04]:

• Syntax: Return values, Arguments, Types

• Semantics: Effects of the method

• Protocol: Synchronous, Asynchronous

• Non-functional characteristics: e.g. Performance, Reliability

The semantics of a method can be defined by using preconditions, post-
conditions and an invariant. Using these terms, the importer is responsible
for ensuring the preconditions, whereas the exporter is responsible for en-
suring the postconditions and the invariant. This approach is known as
“Design by Contract” (DbC) [Mey97]. Since a formal definition of the valid
conditions leads to a well-defined behavior under all circumstances, DbC
serves the design goal reliability.

Another important aspect of interfaces is that they provide a specifi-
cation but no implementation. Therefore, an interface can have many ex-
porters. Although this fact looks unimpressive, it is, in fact, a very impor-
tant design principle. Designing a system via interfaces allows combining
exporters and importers in a flexible manner.
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The following interface just specifies the provided functionality but not
how it is realized:

public interface Translator {

public String translate(String word, Language from, Language to);

}

Everything an importer of this interface has to know is specified in the
interface itself. Exporters of this interface can use a database, a translation
Web service or a hash table to translate a given word. The implementations
can be changed as needed. Therefore, using interfaces leads to reduced
coupling, which, in turn, improves maintainability.

Components

[Szy02] defines software components as follows:

“A software component is a unit of composition with contractu-
ally specified interfaces and explicit context dependencies only.
A software component can be deployed independently and is sub-
ject to composition by third parties.”

In [Sie04], six characteristics of components are defined:

1. A component exports one or more interfaces that are contractually
guaranteed.

2. A component imports other interfaces.

3. It hides its implementation. Therefore, it can be replaced by any other
component that exports the same interface.

4. A component is subject of reuse. It does not know its environment
but assumes as little as possible about it.

5. A component may contain any other component.

6. A component is subject of design, implementation and project sched-
ules.

As this enumeration shows, interfaces play an important role in com-
ponent-oriented design. The classes within components are usually coupled
tightly. In contrast, interfaces lead to loose coupling among components. A
component-based design ensures that the complexity can be handled eas-
ier. A component solves a coarse-grained problem, like persisting an object
graph. Individual parts of the component solve more fine-grained problems.
These problems can be, for example, checking updated values of this ob-
ject graph, choosing which values in the database have to be updated and
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which ones have to be added. In contrast to object-oriented design, it is
not possible that each class knows all others. One major open issue is how
components are connected together. This is subject of the next section.

Component Configuration

We mentioned above that one component can consist of any other compo-
nents. The question is how to connect components. To address this issue,
called component configuration, different approaches exist.

The easiest imaginable one is configuration using a constructor call. The
major drawback of this approach is that a constructor call adds no level
of indirection. Since constructor calls can be scattered along the whole
application, it is not easy to replace a component by another one.

This leads to the next possible approach: Using an Abstract Factory
(see [GHJV03]). Indeed, this approach works well, unless components are
composed of other components. The problem that arises with nested com-
ponents is that the Abstract Factory cannot choose different subcompo-
nent implementations without implementing a new Abstract Factory class or
reading a configuration file. A third approach is the use of naming services,
like Java Naming and Directory Interface (JNDI) in J2EE environments.

[Sie04] suggests another approach: using a component configurator.
We illustrate the idea by means of the original example (written in Java).
Figure 4.1 shows the component structure.

Cz

Cy

V

SR

T

U

Cx

Figure 4.1: Sample component structure (adapted from [Sie04])
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The following code configures the component dependencies:

public class Cx implements R, S {...}

public class Cy implements U {...}

public class Cz implements T, V {...}

//...

Cx x = Cx.getCx();

Cy y = Cy.getCy();

Cz z = Cz.getCz();

x.bindU(y); //x gets an implementation of U

x.bindT(z); //x gets an implementation of T

//...

//other component configurations here

We note an important difference between the first three approaches and
this one. Components using one of the first three approaches actually violate
the rule of assuming as little as possible about their environment:

• Calling another component’s constructor, in fact, couples the two com-
ponents tightly.

• If a component is nested, using an Abstract Factory leads to problems.

• Using Naming Services assumes that the component runs in an envi-
ronment were this concrete Naming Service is available. Additionally,
Naming Service code is scattered across the whole application.

To sum the points up, this violation stems from the fact that compo-
nents configure themselves actively. The components of the above sample
assume just one thing: that they get configured from outside. This passive
approach is known as Dependency Injection (DI). Another closely related
term is Inversion of Control (IoC), which is almost used synonymously and
is just a more generic term for Dependency Injection. Dependency Injection
exists in various variants. The two most important ones are:

• Setter Injection: Dependencies are injected by using a set-method.

• Constructor Injection: Dependencies are injected when calling the
constructor.

The main advantages of a DI-compliant design are easy testability of indi-
vidual components and separation of concerns (see Section 4.1.2 on page 32).

Easy testability is achieved because all dependencies of a component are
provided from outside. Therefore, DI-compliant components have no or little
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direct dependencies to other components. Consequently, they can be tested
independently. Separation of concerns is achieved because components are
typically very fine-grained and provide only one abstraction.

Another issue the component configuration must be aware of concerns
the dependencies among components. The component configuration nor-
mally starts at the end of the dependency graph. The example shown above
has explicitly defined the component configuration by using Java code. The
drawback of this approach is that each change of the dependencies results in
changed configuration code. An improved version of this approach is using
a configuration file as shown in the following snippet:

<component name=’z’ class=’Cz’>

<!-- dependencies of z here -->

</component>

<component name=’y’ class=’Cy’>

<!-- dependencies of y here -->

</component>

<component name=’x’ class=’Cx’>

<imported-interface name=’U’>

<component reference=’y’/>

</imported-interface>

<imported-interface name=’T’>

<component reference=’z’/>

</imported-interface>

</component>

A generic component manager can read this configuration file and con-
figure the components accordingly. This leads to the following advantages:

• Separation of configuration and application code: The application code
needs no recompilation if the configuration changes.

• One specialized, reusable component configuration manager.

• Supports low coupling of components, since there are no direct con-
structor calls where one component instantiates another one.

• Component configuration is more concise, and the whole configuration
is concentrated in one place.
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Separation of Concerns

One aspect that improves the quality of software is separation of concerns. If
one component is responsible for only one task, it can be maintained easily.
Ideally, other components that depend on it are not affected by modifications
at all. [Sie03] differentiates between application code, which represents the
business requirements, and technical code, which builds an environment for
the application code. This classification causes four categories of code:

• Code that is independent of application and technology.

• Application-dependent code that is independent of technology.

• Application-independent code that is dependent on technology.

• Application-dependent code that is dependent on technology.

The above classification, in turn, leads to the definition of five software
categories [Sie03]:

• 0-software is reusable in any code but does not serve any purpose on
its own. Examples for 0-software include collections, standard algo-
rithms or string handling libraries. Hence, 0-software is independent
of application and technical logic.

• A-software is reusable within the same application context. It is
dependent on the application but technology-independent.

• T-software is reusable whenever an application needs a specific tech-
nical component. An example is JDBC that allows access to relational
databases. T-software is only dependent on technology, but not on the
application.

• AT-software mixes application code and technical code and is there-
fore not reusable at all. As a consequence, the existence of a lot of
AT-software is considered bad architecture.

• R-software is a special form of AT-software. It is usually used to
transform different representations of application entities. One exam-
ple is the mapping of transport objects to table columns in a database.
Typically, R-software can be generated from meta-information.

[Sie03] compares software categories with blood groups. This should in-
dicate that merging the wrong groups together leads to bad code, analogous
to the fact that it is not allowed to merge certain blood groups. 0-software
is neutral; it can be added to any other category. All categories themselves
are compatible to themselves; adding A-software to A-software leads again
to A-software. Especially, merging A-software and T-software should be
avoided, since that combination leads to unmaintainable code.
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Two concrete strategies that help to avoid AT-software are:

• The implementation of a generator that generates R-software.

• Coupling A-software and T-software via a 0-software interface. A con-
crete example is displaying a list of articles (A-software) in a list box
control (T-software). Provided that the standard library provides a
List-interface, as Java does, the two components can be connected via
a special implementation of the List-interface.

Today, technical application programming interfaces (APIs) evolve and
develop at an extremely high frequency. On the other side, an application
needs constant maintenance due to changing business needs. The inno-
vation cycles of application logic and technology can vary. Therefore, a
system designed according to the principles of software categories can make
maintenance much easier. It allows changing the technologic basis and the
application logic independently.

4.2 System Architecture

After introducing the design goals and fundamental design principles, this
section presents the design of individual components based on the require-
ments defined in 3.3 on page 22. However, individual components are rather
treated from a black box view. The purpose of this section is to give the
reader a high-level overview of the context; the intention of individual com-
ponents will be discussed later. The further design will then be separated
into the design of the persistence component, the data model and security
measures from the design viewpoint.

4.2.1 Use Cases

The use cases presented in Figure 4.2 on the next page are directly derived
from Section 3.3 on page 22. The abbreviation CRUD stands for Create,
Retrieve, Update, Delete.

Concerning the actors, the SEE++ rich client can typically use all fea-
tures. In contrast, the SEE++ applet is not allowed to use all features of
the persistence component, because it is publicly available. To recall, the
pathology fitter is a Grid service that searches for “similar” gaze patterns.
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Figure 4.2: Use cases for the persistence component

4.2.2 Core Idea

The use case diagram already shows that the persistence component must
run in different environments; the pathology fitter accesses the component in
the grid, whereas clients access it outside the grid. This implies that, in or-
der to minimize complexity, we need a remoting technology that fits in both
worlds. Fortunately, grid technology is based on Web services. Therefore,
the persistence component will be realized using Web service technology as
well. Nevertheless, during further refinement of the design, we will intro-
duce techniques to minimize the application’s dependency on Web service
technology.

Figure 4.3 on the next page shows the component architecture of the local
and the grid version of the persistence component. Furthermore, it sketches
how different clients interact with the corresponding server components.

To restrict the use of the persistence component, we must ensure that
only specific users gain access. For this purpose, a mechanism called au-
thentication is used, which proofs the caller’s identity. Another restriction
is that, for example, users of the SEE++ applet must not be allowed to
perform every operation. Therefore, an authorization mechanism is used.
Authorization ensures that callers can only perform operations they are
granted the necessary rights.
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Figure 4.3: Overview of the architecture of the persistence component.

4.3 Security Concerns

As already outlined in the introduction of this chapter, security is a very im-
portant aspect for a persistence component storing patient records. There-
fore, this section covers an analysis of security threats and design techniques
to mitigate these threats. Although it is important to design software with
security in mind, this is just one part of application security. Additionally,
it is also essential to administer the software and its operating environment
properly to achieve maximum security. However, a detailed administration
guide is definitely out of the scope of this thesis.

4.3.1 Threat Modeling

Threat modeling [HL03] is an analysis technique that helps to find out which
parts of a software system are vulnerable to which attacks. The threat
modeling process is discussed in the subsequent sections.

Decompose the Application

The decomposition starts by creating a data-flow diagram (DFD) of the
whole system. Figure 4.4 on the following page presents the most important
DFD symbols. This part of the process helps to identify which parts of the
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analyzed system can be subject of an attack, also known as threat target.
The next step will identify the threats.

A Process
Transforms or manipulates data.

Multiple Processes
Transforms or manipulates data.

A Data Store
A location that stores temporary 
or permanent data.

Boundary
A machine, physical, address 
space or trust boundary.

Interactor
Input to the system.

Data Flow
Depicts data flow from data 
stores, processes or interactors.

Figure 4.4: DFD symbols taken from [HL03]

Determine the Threats to the System

The first part of the process identified threat targets, but no threats. Iden-
tifying threats is subject of this step. Threats will be identified for each
threat target separately. [HL03] classifies threats as follows:

• Spoofing identity: Spoofing threats allow an attacker to pose as
another user or allow a rogue server to pose as a valid server.

• Tampering with data: Data tampering involves malicious modifi-
cation of data.

• Repudiation: Repudiation threats are associated with users who
deny performing an action without other parties having any way to
prove otherwise. This is mainly of interest in e-commerce applications.

• Information disclosure: Information disclosure threats involve the
exposure of information to individuals who are not supposed to have
access to it.
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• Denial of service: Denial of Service (DoS) attacks deny service to
valid users. This is usually performed by consuming enough server re-
sources that the server collapses. These resources include, for example,
disk space, memory, processor time, and opened sockets.

• Elevation of privilege: In this type of threat, either an unprivileged
user gains privileged access or an already privileged user gains more
rights than it actually has.

This classification is also known as “STRIDE”, which is derived from
the first letter of each threat type.

Rank the Threats by Decreasing Risk

After identifying threat targets and their associated threats, each threat
must be weighted in order to identify the most risky threats. Different risk
ranking strategies are possible. One of the easier ones is the following:

Risk = Criticality · Likelihood of Occurrence

Choose How to Respond to the Threats

At this stage of the process, we know from which threats the application
suffers and how critical each one of them is. Now, we must decide how
to respond to these threats. [HL03] defines four options on how to respond
to threats. These options include ignoring the problem, warning the user,
removing the affected component from the system and fixing the problem.

Choose Techniques How to Mitigate the Threats

Choosing the right technique is actually a two-step process: First, tech-
niques that mitigate a threat have to be found, so that second, it is possible
to choose the appropriate ones. [HL03] presents a table with standard tech-
niques. We will introduce some of them in the next section.

4.3.2 Derived Threat model

Following, we derive a threat model for the persistence component and the
administration system based on the architecture described in 4.2 on page 33.
Due to the limited scope of this thesis, the threat modeling process is based
on a high-level architectural overview. Additionally, some steps of the pro-
cess are skipped, shortened or summarized into one step. However, the
presented threat model is detailed enough to identify the most important
risks. Figure 4.5 on the following page shows a high-level threat model for
the persistence component. An important difference between the rich client
and the applet is that the applet accesses the persistence component via the
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Internet, which is considered a much higher risk than access via Intranet.
Anyway, it has to be noted that, although the diagram shows that both
clients connect to the same persistence component, the applet actually con-
nects only to a “playground-database”, whereas the rich client connects to
a production database.

Persistence 
Server (Grid)

Persistence 
Server (Local)

Internet

Persistence 
Server (Grid)

Persistence 
Server (Local)

Intranet

Persistence
Component

Persistence
Component

SEE++ AppletSEE++
Rich Client

Patient Data
and Auth Data

Patient Data
and Auth Data

Patient Data
and Auth Data

Figure 4.5: High-level threat model of the persistence component

It is not a goal of this chapter to present the whole threat model; the
further decomposition will focus on the local service and the SEE++ rich
client. The threats for the Grid service are the same as for the local service.
Figure 4.6 on the next page presents the threat model for the decomposed
local service. It shows that it is possible to deploy the patient database and
the authentication database to different servers than the persistence com-
ponent itself. Another important aspect that has to be considered concerns
configuration files. Typically, configuration files contain very interesting in-
formation for an attacker, such as the internal structure of the application
or credentials for the backend databases.

Following the previously defined process, Table 4.1 on the following page
presents the identified threats based on the performed decomposition of
the persistence component. Threats will be categorized using the STRIDE
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Figure 4.6: Refined threat model for the local persistence component

classification scheme (see Section 4.3.1 on page 36); only the first letter of
the threat category is used for identification.

Attack Threat Type Component
Rogue servers (S) All Clients
Rogue clients and (T) Persistence Component
Man-in-the-middle attack
Direct database access (T) & (I) All Databases
Too much data sent (D) Persistence Component
Very high traffic (D) Persistence Component
Logs are filled (D) Persistence Component
Read access to config files (E) Configuration Files
Config files are modified (T) & (E) Configuration Files
Replay attack (T) Persistence Component
Brute force attack (T) Authentication Database

Table 4.1: Most important threats identified

Following the above process, the next step is to rank the identified
threats. Table 4.2 on the following page shows the results gained by us-
ing a pairwise comparison approach. This approach enables a relatively
objective rating of alternatives by comparing each individual item with all
other ones. For each comparison, both items together get ten points. The
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more important an item is, compared to the other one, the more points it
gets. After all comparisons have been accomplished, the points of each item
are summed up and normalized to percentage scale.

Attack Criticality Likelihood Risk
of Occurrence

Rogue servers, 8 5 40
Rogue clients and
Man-in-the-middle attack
Direct database access 10 7 70
Too much data sent 4 9 36
Very high traffic 4 7 28
Logs are filled 3 7 21
Read access to config files 9 5 45
Config files are modified 10 2 20
Replay attack 4 9 36
Brute force attack 6 7 42

Table 4.2: Defined risks for the identified threats

4.3.3 Threat Mitigation

To allow an easier connection between the threat-model and the mitiga-
tion techniques, this section presents the threat mitigations for each attack
separately.

Rogue Servers, Rogue Clients and Man-in-the-middle Attacks

Actually, these threats can be mitigated with the same strategy: certifi-
cates. Therefore, clients and servers will have to authenticate mutually via
certificates that have been issued by a trusted certification authority. This
ensures that client and server can trust each other.

Direct Database Access

Direct access to one of the backend databases is a very serious issue. There-
fore, different strategies will be employed to mitigate this threat. An admin-
istrator can prevent direct access to the database server from the Internet by
configuring the firewall in a way that only the server where the persistence
component is deployed to can connect to the database server. However, the
configuration depends on the firewall system employed.

Another important aspect is the complexity of the database user account
passwords; the stronger the password the better. As brute force attacks are
often dictionary-based, stronger passwords withstand such attacks longer.
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Additionally, the database user account with access to the database man-
agement systems should be a separate account with as little privileges as
necessary. By granting this user only access to the relevant tables of the
database schema, security can be enhanced even more. This minimizes the
risk of an elevation of privileges attack.

To prevent sniffing attacks, each database connection will be secured
through Secure Socket Layer (SSL). Doing so, any communication with the
databases will be encrypted.

Additionally, for each database, specific measures can be employed. Be-
fore a patient record gets stored in the patient database located in the grid,
personal information will be anonymized in order to minimize the success
of an attack and to provide maximum privacy. However, it has to be noted
that it is not possible to anonymize personal information in the local envi-
ronment, since this measure would render the persistence component useless.

To minimize the risk of spying passwords by gaining direct access to
the authentication database, user passwords are not stored in plain text but
hashed. Therefore, an attacker cannot directly derive the password but must
guess the password by hashing possible passwords and comparing them to
the passwords stored in the database. Modern applications typically choose
SHA-1 as hash algorithm, which hashes every input to a 160-bit number.
However, as crypto expert Bruce Schneier mentions in [Sch05], SHA-1 cannot
be considered secure anymore. Instead of using SHA-1, Schneier suggests
using SHA-224 on the lower end and SHA-512 on the upper end, which
produce hashes of 224-bit and 512-bit respectively. To provide the best
possible security, we will use SHA-512 as hash algorithm.

Different password cracking tools can prepare a dictionary that contains
already hashed entries for commonly used words. This would allow the
attacker to guess passwords easily by a string comparison. Therefore, the
hash gets salted. A salted hash calculates the hash value not only based on
the plain text password, but also considers a random value, called salt, that
is unique for each user account. This essentially prevents dictionary attacks.

Too Much Data Sent

Sending too much data to the persistence component can lead to an atypi-
cally huge consumption of memory, which, in turn, causes Denial of Service.
Protecting a system from this attack is very difficult, if not impossible.

Actually, an attacker can choose between two attack types. If data
sent consumes more memory than available on the server, the whole server
process will be terminated causing Denial of Service. If less data is sent,
Denial of Service is still possible through a Buffer overflow, which could lead
to injection of malicious code. The latter attack can be mitigated by not
trusting any input data and checking all data for validity before performing
any other operation.
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Very High Traffic

Protection from very high traffic is, as for most Denial of Service attacks,
rather difficult. At application level, no measures can be taken at all. Nev-
ertheless, this issue can be solved with support from the operating system.
This threat can be mitigated sufficiently if the system administrator config-
ures throttling or Quality of Service on the servers.

Logs Are Filled

If an attacker fills the log files, this causes Denial of Service due to a full
disk. A simple mitigation approach is using rolling logs. Once a log file has
reached a maximum size, a backup is created and the file is overwritten.
However, that measure will not prevent that logs cause a full disk. Instead
of saving the backup file to the local file system, it should be stored on a
network drive or a mail with the log file attached could be sent to the system
administrator. Another more complex approach would be sending a warning
mail to the system administrator if the log file size gets too large.

Read Access to Config Files

Gaining read access to the system configuration files is considered very se-
rious, because the configuration files contain credentials for accessing sup-
porting systems like databases. However, mitigation of this threat is out of
control of the application. Therefore, operating system support is needed.
Possibilities include applying very strong Access Control Lists (ACL) on
Windows systems or the equivalent chmod facility on Unix systems. An-
other approach is encryption of configuration files.

Config Files are Modified

Similar to the previous threat but even worse is write access to the con-
figuration files. However, setting access rights for these files appropriately
is sufficient. Additionally, digitally signing the configuration files raises the
security bar even higher.

Replay Attack

When an attacker performs a replay attack, he first records packets of any
client/server conversation and sends the same packets again later on. For
example, if the recorded sequence contains a credit transfer of 100e, the
replay attack would transfer another 100e, unless the application is pro-
tected from such attacks. Consider that the replay attack is also successful
if the message is encrypted. As the attacker just sends the same sequence a
second time, he does not necessarily need to know the message content.
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To render replay attacks ineffective, the Web service front-end of the per-
sistence component will use HTTPS as transport protocol. HTTPS provides
built-in prevention of replay attacks.

Brute Force Attack

Guessing passwords of users of the persistence component via brute force
attacks can be prevented by increasing the time between two login attempts
if the login failed too often. Additionally, an account could be locked if even
more erroneous attempts occur.

4.3.4 Concluding Thoughts

This analysis is not intended to deliver a set of measures that, once applied,
secure the component forever. It rather shows that we must be aware of
security threats and have to mitigate them actively. However, an old rule
also applies here: A security concept is only as strong as its weakest link.
Therefore, not only application level security has to be considered, but also
security of other system level software like the operating system, database
servers or application servers, just to mention a few.

4.4 Data Model

This section describes the design of a metamodel for a database for SEE++.
Although designed to be usable for medical applications in general, it is
highly unlikely that the model is capable of supporting any medical appli-
cation. Nevertheless, the metamodel is designed to be easy to customize.

To clarify the terminology, the term “metamodel” refers to the meta-
model itself, whereas the term “model” only refers to the data model that is
built using the metamodel. In essence, “model” is never used as an abbrevia-
tion for “metamodel”. However, “to metamodel” is an awkward description
of metamodeling activities. Therefore, these activities will also be termed
“to model”.

4.4.1 Modeling Approach

In data modeling, it is very common to use ER diagrams. Recently an-
other modeling technique, Object Role Modeling (ORM) [Kno05], appeared.
ORM focuses on the discussion of data models with domain experts. An-
other possible approach, which has been taken in this thesis, is using UML
[Fow04b] for data modeling.
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4.4.2 Main Design Concepts

As mentioned above, the metamodel does not only support SEE++, al-
though it was designed with the needs of SEE++ in mind. As a conse-
quence, some things would not have been necessary if the metamodel only
had to support SEE++.

The most important concept of the metamodel is that it makes the
modeler think process-oriented. The metamodel is heavily influenced by
[Fow04a] and [NHS95] and uses many concepts from these models.

Since the metamodel itself is process oriented, it allows defining

• the steps within a process,

• the involved persons, and

• the objectives.

The further elaborations of the metamodel use the classification shown
in Figure 4.7.

Medical Activities

Processes Process
Participants

Ba
si

c 
D

at
at

yp
es

Figure 4.7: Main parts of the metamodel

4.4.3 Process Participants

As shown in Figure 4.8 on the following page, process participants or parties
can either be an organization, like an insurance company or a hospital,
or a person. Party is an analysis pattern introduced by Martin Fowler
in [Fow04a].

A Party can have several addresses and possibilities to contact them.
While the use of Address is straightforward, Contact and ContactType are
more interesting. These two classes allow saving various contact information.
Some examples are:

• ContactType.name = ’Phone’
Contact.contact = ’+43/650/12345678’

• ContactType.name = ’E-Mail’
Contact.contact = ’daniel.mitterdorfer@uar.at’
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- name : String

Party

- poBox : String
- zip : String
- state : String
- city : String
- houseNumberAddition : String
- houseNumber : int
- street : String

Address

- name : String

Role

0..* 1

0..*

1
1..*1

- name : String

RoleType

1

- acTitle : String
- birthday : Date
- firstName : String

PersonOrganization

- name : String

ContactType

1

- contact : String

Contact

Figure 4.8: Process Participants

The last issue of process participants concerns roles; each party can have
different roles. The role itself is identified by its role type, which could be,
for example, Patient, Doctor or Insurant, and a name for the party that
acts in this role. Assigning different roles to a person supports, among other
goals, anonymized patient records.

Consider a database in a doctor’s practice. Since only one doctor uses
this database, the system can refer to the patient via its social security num-
ber without violating privacy. However, when putting many patient records
from different sources into a centralized database, e.g. to carry out statis-
tical studies, privacy issues arise. To mitigate these issues, the metamodel
uses the roles concept. Therefore, two roles are assigned to each patient.
The first one is the insurant role, which is identified by the social security
number. The second one is the patient role, which is identified by a globally
unique identifier (GUID), a completely random unique number. This leads
to the situation shown in Figure 4.9 on the next page.

The social security number allows identifying the person directly, whereas
the GUID enables only its doctor to identify the person. The latter can be
accomplished by comparing a GUID in the centralized database with the
GUIDs in the doctor’s database. If the same GUID is present in both
databases, the corresponding person is a patient of the respective doctor.
During export, all personal information is eliminated, so that only the GUID
refers to the person. Figure 4.10 on the following page shows the exported
record in the central database.
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name = a2e31ba0-b8e3-11d9-9669-0800200c9a66

patient : Role

name = 1234-240481

insurant : Role

name = Insurant

insurantType : RoleType

name = Patient

patientType : RoleType

acTitle = null
birthday = 24.04.1981
firstName = Daniel
name = Mitterdorfer

person : Person

Figure 4.9: Representation of a patient record

name = Patientname = a2e31ba0-b8e3-11d9-9669-0800200c9a66

acTitle
birthday
firstName
name

Figure 4.10: An exported patient record

Service

Activity

- serviced

1..*

Role

- providers

1..*

TimeperiodTimepoint
- start

1

- end

1

- recording time 1

- applicability1

Timerecord

1..*1

- name : String

StateType

State

1

{ordered}

- step

0..*

1

Figure 4.11: Class model for Processes

4.4.4 Processes

The classes shown in Figure 4.11 provide a basic but extensible framework
to model processes. Although processes are modeled, there is no Process
class. As services are a sufficient abstraction in this domain, the types of
processes are limited to service processes only.
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The relationship to Role connects a process and its participants. Con-
cerning services, there are two important groups: parties that provide a
service and parties that occupy a service. An Activity represent a single
step of a service, e.g. the measurement of a patient’s weight. The meta-
model also allows planning at a simple stage by introducing states for an
activity. States are two dimensionally historified. Although two-dimensional
historization is covered in [Fow04a], let us introduce a short example.

Two-dimensional history

Consider the planning of an activity like an operation and a simple state
model shown in Figure 4.12.

Scheduled scheduled time reached Active

rescheduled / "update" scheduled time

time over

Figure 4.12: A simple state model. Note: “Update scheduled time” does
not mean that the old scheduled time will be overwritten. Actually, a new
time record will be created and marked as valid, whereas the old one will be
invalidated. This mechanism allows keeping track of the State’s history.

Table 4.3 shows an operation schedule that has been rescheduled twice.
On March 5, the operation has been scheduled for May 2. On April 4, the
schedule has been updated for whatsoever reason to May 5. On April 14,
the operation has been rescheduled for the next day (maybe because of an
emergency).

Recording time Applicability State
5th March 2005 5th March 2005 - 1st May 2005 Scheduled
5th March 2005 2nd May 2005 Active
5th March 2005 3rd May 2005 - ∞ Done
4th April 2005 4th April 2005 - 4th May 2005 Scheduled
4th April 2005 5th May 2005 Active
4th April 2005 6th May 2005 - ∞ Done
14th April 2005 14th April 2005 Scheduled
14th April 2005 15th April 2005 Active
14th April 2005 16th April 2005 - ∞ Done

Table 4.3: A sample operation schedule
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Now, two-dimensional historization allows answering questions like “As-
suming that today is April 2, when will the operation take place?” (The
answer is May 5.). This enables the determination of the current state of
the operation for every point of time.

4.4.5 Medical Activities

All activities in health care are considered medical activities. Medical ac-
tivities build the core of the metamodel. The initial inspiration for medical
activities was the Observation pattern in [Fow04a]. However, do not mix it
up with the design pattern Observer. In order to reflect the requirements of
SEE++, the initial version of this part of the metamodel has undergone sig-
nificant changes. The main abstraction is that certain activities are carried
out on well-defined subjects. A subject can be any physical or unphysical
item. A simple example of a physical subject is the eye of a certain person,
an example of an unphysical subject is the state of mind of a certain person.
Using this key abstraction, other concepts describe the actions carried out
further. Figure 4.13 sketches the main parts of medical activities.

Activity on subject

What is being acted 
on?

Which properties?

Which concrete 
value?

Which strategy is 
used?

Which type of 
activity?

Figure 4.13: Structure of medical activities

Due to the high complexity of this part of the metamodel, the introduc-
tion is divided into several subsections and follows the structure illustrated
in Figure 4.13. Although not shown in the following diagrams, the different
parts of the metamodel are linked together.

Subject (What is Being Acted on?)

The four classes shown in the upper part of Figure 4.14 on the following page,
RelationshipType, Relationship, SubjectType and Location, describe
the meta level. Since this metamodel will be applied in SEE++, which builds
on top of a highly complex model of the human eye, the metamodel allows
specifying anatomy well. The remaining classes, RelationshipOfInterest
and Subject, describe which concrete subject has been chosen for the cur-
rent activity. As subject types can have many relationships to other subject
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Relationship

RelationshipOfInterest

1

1

- partnerB

1 1

1

Subject

0..*1

SubjectType

**

0..1

Location

- partnerA 11

RelationshipType

Figure 4.14: Representation of Subjects

types, a way to specify the concrete relationship is needed; this is exactly
the purpose of RelationshipOfInterest. The following example will clar-
ify the underlying concepts. Consider an orthopedist who wants to examine
the lumbrical muscle of the right middle finger. For this specific case, the
metamodel would map the subject as shown in Figure 4.15.

partnerA

partnerB

partnerA

partnerB

name = lumbrical muscle

name = hand

name = middle finger
name = partOf

Figure 4.15: Object graph representing the lumbrical muscle of the middle
finger of the right hand

To make the diagram easier to read, the meta-level is shaded. The meta-
level describes the relevant part of the human anatomy, which is the same
for every human being, whereas Subject and RelationshipOfInterest
describe the concrete body part being observed (e.g. the lumbrical muscle
of the right middle finger). For the sake of simplicity, the example defines
only one relationship between the body parts. Therefore, there seems to
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be no real need for RelationshipOfInterest. However, if there are many
relationships between body parts, it is definitely of importance to specify
which one is meant.

Phenomenon Type (Which Properties?)

A PhenomenonType describes properties of subjects. If the property is qual-
itative, one or more phenomena can be attached to the PhenomenonType,
as shown in Figure 4.16. Examples of phenomenon types are “length” (e.g.
of a muscle) or “blood group”. For blood group, a possible phenomenon is
“A” (blood group A).

11

{qualitative == true}

1..* 1

Phenomenon

1..*

1

1

- name : String

Identifier

- name : String

NamingScheme

- name : String

Representation

- quantitative : boolean
- qualitative : boolean

PhenomenonType

Figure 4.16: Representation of Phenomenon Types

To support internationalization, a variation of Identification Scheme
of [Fow04a] is used. Identifier contains a symbolic, language indepen-
dent name, whereas Representation defines a name, which depends on
NamingScheme. In the context of internationalization, the term “naming
scheme” is synonymous to “language”. Consequently, Representation con-
tains a localized, language dependent text. Although only shown in this
section, this pattern is used in many parts of the real metamodel. However,
to simplify the diagrams, it has been left out at all other places.
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Characteristic (Which Concrete Value is Relevant?)

The classes shown in Figure 4.17 are used to describe characteristics. These
are:

• Simple numbers (modeled by Number)

• Physical values like “10 millimeters” or “2 centiliters” (modeled by
Quantity)

• Vectors in a specific coordinate system (modeled by Vector)

• Ranges of values (modeled by Range)

• Discrete values (modeled by DiscreteCharacteristic)

10..*

1

0..*

1

1

Vector

1

0..1

1..*

0..*

- upperBound 1

1

- lowerBound

1

1

1

0..*

Characteristic

Context

- name : String

CoordinateSystem

- includesUpper : boolean
- includesLower : boolean

Range

- value : double

Number

Quantity

- name : String

Unit

- components

1..*

1

<<named>>

DiscreteCharacteristic

- name : String

ContextType

Phenomenon

Figure 4.17: Representation of Characteristic

Moreover, another concept, named Context, is shown in Figure 4.17.
This concept is useful to record values in different contexts. The motivat-
ing example for Context can be found in SEE++. Among other features,
SEE++ allows to simulate Hess diagrams (see Section 2.1.4 on page 7). The
concept of Context has been introduced to associate simulated and indented
gaze patterns.
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Protocol (Which Strategy is Used?) and ActivityType (Which
Type of Activity?)

Since ActivityType and Protocol are tightly knit, they are explained in the
same section. Figure 4.18 shows the relevant classes. ActivityType allows
defining any activity that is suitable in the application’s context. For exam-
ple, for medical applications, “Surgery” and “Examination” could be useful
types. [Fow04a] defines protocol as “the method by which the observations
are made”. Note, that Fowler ties the protocol to observations. However,
during the design of the metamodel, Protocol turned out to be useful in
general. The relationship named “available for” between ActivityType and
ProtocolType constrains the available protocols for an ActivityType. This
is necessary because not all protocol types make sense for all activity types.
For the activity type “Surgery”, for example, the protocol type “weighing
machine” would be meaningless, but not so for the activity type “Examina-
tion”.

- measures

0..*

0..1 10..*

0..1

1

Activity

ActivityOnSubject

- name : String

ProtocolType

- name : String

ActivityType

- name : String

Property

- code : String
- version : String
- description : String

Protocol

- name : String

PropertyType

0..*1

1

0..*

0..*0..*

1..*

0..*

available for

1

0..*

Figure 4.18: Representation of Protocol and ActivityType

PropertyType and Property are useful for describing the protocol more
exactly in a formal way. For example, SEE++ provides different ways to
perform a surgery. One of them is “Transposition of Insertion”, which can
either be an anterior/posterior transposition or a tangential transposition.
Both surgical procedures can be applied according to a spherical or carte-
sian measurement technique. In essence, there are two independent property
types (type of transposition and type of measurement technique) and their
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corresponding properties. Protocol represents the properties chosen for a
concrete surgery. The attributes “version” and “code” of Protocol are ex-
plained further in Section 4.4.6 on the next page; “description” stores an
optional informal description of an activity. To trace back the adopted mea-
sures, an ActivityOnSubject can record them via the relationship “mea-
sures”. The following example in Figure 4.19 illustrates the usage of the
previously described classes. To simplify the scenario, relationships to other
parts of the metamodel are left out. Additionally, all properties of Protocol
are unused.

name = digital

 : Property

name = analogous

 : Property

code = null
version = null
description = null

 : Protocol

name = weighing machine

 : ProtocolType

activity : ActivityOnSubject

name = measurement method

 : PropertyType

name = Examination

 : ActivityType

Figure 4.19: Measuring the weight of a patient with a digital weighing
machine

Specializations of ActivityOnSubject

ActivityOnSubject allows specifying an ActivityType, which is, after all,
just a name. Therefore, ActivityType lacks the ability to introduce new
relationships or attributes on the meta-level. Hence, as Figure 4.20 shows,
two subtypes of ActivityOnSubject have to be introduced to support two
new relationships.

- conclusion

- evidence

0..*

0..*

- name : String

CompositeActivityOnSubject

- elements

1..*

0..1

ActivityOnSubject

Observation

Figure 4.20: Two specializations of ActivityOnSubject: CompositeActivi-
tyOnSubject and Observation
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The benefit of CompositeActivityOnSubject is that it supports group-
ing of many ActivityOnSubject objects, e.g. an examination that consists
of a couple of measurements. The main reason for introducing Observation
as a separate class is the possibility to build evidence chains. Thus, it is
comprehensible on which basis diagnoses have been formulated.

4.4.6 Encoding Diagnoses

ICD has already been introduced as a means to standardize encoding of
diagnoses in Section 3.3.3 on page 23. We will now discuss the data model
of ICD in more detail. Figure 4.21 shows the data model for storing ICD
codes of different versions. Typically, ICD data models are not version
aware by default, although ICD codes are updated frequently (once or twice
a year). In order to support different versions, Version has been added to
the standard data model.

Version Category

GroupCode

Figure 4.21: Data model for storing ICD codes

However, this data model is not part of the metamodel-based data model
but is kept in a separate database schema. The link between the two data
models is Protocol. It contains two attributes: “version”, which contains
the name of the ICD version, and “code”, which connects Protocol to a
specific diagnosis code. Additionally, some parts of a typical ICD data
model have been left out. One example is “mortality”, which is simply not
applicable in the context of strabismus surgery.

4.5 Persistence Component

The overall architecture has already been presented in Section 4.2 on page 33.
In this section, the design of the persistence component is refined. Fig-
ure 4.22 on the next page shows that all components are coupled loosely
via interfaces. Therefore, we will first discuss the most important interfaces
before describing each of these subcomponents in more detail.

Figure 4.23 on the following page shows the persistence related interfaces;
Figure 4.24 on page 56 shows the replication related interfaces. A scenario
comprises all simulations of a patient’s pathology and surgical treatments.
IScenarioExpert finds the scenario of a specific patient. IPersistence
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Security

ReplicationFacade

IReplication

Grid Proxy

IPersistence

Data Access

IReplicationSource

Figure 4.22: Refined design of the persistence component

defines persistence related operations available to clients. The interface
IReplicationSource acts as data source for the (one-way) replication.
IReplication defines the replication process; IConfigurableReplication
is needed for injecting the dependencies (replication source and target). The
following sections will introduce the design of each component in more detail.

+ saveOrUpdateScenario(scenario : SimulationState[], p : PatientData) : SimulationState[]
+ saveOrUpdatePatient(p : PatientData) : PatientData
+ findPatient(prototype : PatientData) : PatientData[]
+ getAvailableInsuranceCompanies(l : Locale) : String[]
+ getSupportedCountries() : String[]
+ getSupportedLanguages() : String[]

<<interface>>
IPersistence

+ getAllPatients() : PatientData[]

<<interface>>
IReplicationSource

+ getScenario(p : PatientData) : SimulationState[]

<<interface>>
IScenarioExpert

Figure 4.23: Persistence related interfaces and their connection to the repli-
cation component
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+ publish() : boolean

<<interface>>
IReplication

+ setTarget(target : IPersistence) : void
+ setSource(source : IReplicationSource) : void

<<interface>>
IConfigurableReplication

Figure 4.24: Replication related interfaces

4.5.1 Data Access Component

Figure 4.25 shows the subcomponent structure of the data access compo-
nent. The data access component is responsible for interacting with the
locally available database and for acting as a data source for the replica-
tion as well. Additionally, this component is responsible for converting the
transport object representation into the metamodel representation of an ob-
ject graph and vice versa. This task is accomplished by the Transformator
subcomponent.

Transformator

Domain Model DAOs

Metamodel DAOs

Figure 4.25: Component structure of the data access component

Public Interface and DAOs

Persistence builds the facade of the data access component (see Fig-
ure 4.26 on the next page). According to the tasks the data access com-
ponent performs, Persistence implements the interfaces IPersistence, in
order to support persistence related tasks, and IReplicationSource, in or-
der to act as data source for the replication process. It delegates these tasks
to its associated DAOs.
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IReplicationSource

IPersistence

Persistence

+ saveOrUpdate(scenario : SimulationState[], p : PatientData) : SimulationState[]
+ getAll(p : PatientData) : SimulationState[]

<<interface>>
IScenarioDAO

+ getAll(l : Locale) : List

<<interface>>
IInsuranceCompanyDAO

+ save(p : PatientData) : PatientData
+ delete(p : PatientData) : void
+ find(p : PatientData) : List
+ getAll() : List

<<interface>>
IPatientDAO

+ getByShortName(s : String) : Country
+ getAll() : List

<<interface>>
ICountryDAO

+ getByShortName(s : String) : NamingScheme
+ getAll() : List

<<interface>>
INamingSchemeDAO

Figure 4.26: Persistence as facade of this component and its supporting
DAOs

Transformator

As already described in Section 3.3.6 on page 24, the persistence compo-
nent should be easy to integrate into existing client software. Therefore, an
important aspect is the structure of the transport objects (see [ACM01])
sent between the client and the persistence component. Fortunately, such
a transport object model already exists. This model has been created dur-
ing the redesign to the client-server architecture of SEE++. Therefore, the
same transport object model is also used for the persistence component.
Figure 4.27 on the next page shows a class diagram of the transport ob-
ject model. To keep the diagram not too confusing, all properties of the
respective classes have been removed.

However, this transport object model does not match the metamodel
at all. This is reasonable due to performance and complexity rules. The
more complex an object graph is, the more time is needed for serializing
and deserializing it. Additionally, if the SEE++ client had access to the
complete metamodel, client software would get much more complicated.

Thus, the persistence component will communicate with the client via
the transport object model only. Internally, the persistence component will
work with the metamodel. As a consequence, we must define a transforma-
tion rule between the transport object representation of an object graph and
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- left

OptimizerTypeId

<<enum>>
ModelTypeId

OptimizerData GeometricalDataMuscleForceData

Bulbus

SimulationPropertiesParamObject

SimulationState

Simulation

* - right

Patient

Eye

Muscle

- primaryPos * - muscle *

CounterrollData

3DPoint

TriangulationStructurePatientData

- end- start- triangulation

- right- left - ref

Figure 4.27: SEE++ transport object model

its corresponding metamodel representation. Obviously, the transformation
rule needs to be defined for both directions.

The challenging task when designing a transformation component is to
find a structure that can be adapted easily. Furthermore, the structure
should be straightforward to implement. It turned out that for building
compilers similar problems arise. Therefore, the design for the transforma-
tion component was inspired by [Par04].

The easiest approach to implement such a tranformation component is
based on the Visitor pattern (see [GHJV03]). The intention of the Visitor
pattern is to allow adding operations to a class without modifying the class
itself. However, each node class must provide an accept operation to make
the Visitor pattern applicable. Using this operation, the Visitor is guided
through the object structure.
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However, the drawbacks of this approach are (taken from [Par04]):

• The node classes must be modified. If it is not possible because, for
example, the classes are generated or are available binary and it is not
possible to extend them (declared as final in Java), this approach will
not work.

• The Visitor pattern does not verify the structure, since only individual
nodes are given to the Visitor. It is possible that a whole part of the
object structure is missing.

• Data-passing between actions is inconvenient.

• Introduction of new object node classes leads to changes in every Vis-
itor implementation class.

A manual tree walker overcomes the weaknesses of the Visitor pattern.
Manual tree walkers define a node class for every node of a structure. Con-
sider the following grammar:

term ::= operand operator operand

operator ::= plus | minus | multiply | divide

operand ::= term | number

number ::= digit {digit}

digit ::= {’0’ .. ’9’}

A manual tree walker for this grammar would consist of node classes
like PlusNode or TermNode. These classes are responsible for walking the
structure. However, [Par04] depicts various drawbacks of the manual tree
walker approach:

• Action and tree structure walking code is entangled; you risk breaking
action code when altering the walking code.

• Manually built tree walkers have no guarantee that their parsing logic
is complete and consistent.

• Manually building tree walkers is much more laborious than the Visitor
pattern.

Moreover, the manual tree walker is not well suited for complex tasks
like parsing programming languages. For this purposes it would be better
to describe the grammar using a tree grammar (see [Par04]) and let a parser
generator generate the node classes.

However, for problems with a small amount of node classes, the manual
tree walker is a good approach. As the transport object model of SEE++
only consists of a few classes, this constraint can be considered as full-
filled. Consequently, the transformation component’s design is based on the
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manual tree walker approach. To implement the transformation component
appropriately, each node class must implement the interface INode as shown
in Figure 4.28. For each node, the following operations can be performed:

• Transformation of transport object representation to metamodel rep-
resentation and vice versa

• Comparison of two object-graphs (regardless of their representations)

• Equalizing two object graphs

+ makeEqualTo(current : INode) : void
+ equals(other : INode) : boolean
+ translateToTransportObject() : Object
+ translateToMetamodel() : Object

<<interface>>
INode

Figure 4.28: Node interface

To understand the dynamic behavior of the transformator, it is best
to present a sample scenario. However, this simplified scenario will only
transform a small part of the object graph. The scenario starts with a
transport object representation of the object graph. Each top level object
(SimulationState) contains an identifier property, which indicates whether
an object structure has previously been persisted or not. Let us assume that
the object structure has already been persisted. In this case, we need to load
the corresponding object structure from the database in order to update the
contained object structure. After both object structures have been loaded,
they are merged. Afterwards, the merged object structure must be flattened
into an array representation, so that the persisted object structure can be
sent back to the client. Figure 4.29 on the next page shows the previously
described steps.

The merge operation is of particular interest when discussing the trans-
formation component. Therefore, we will now describe how the transforma-
tion component is involved during this step. During merging, the two object
structures are traversed recursively; every node of a graph has four different
states:

• Same – the node has not been changed

• New – the node was not present before

• Updated – the node’s position in the object structure has changed

• Deleted – the node was removed entirely
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1: saveOrUpdate()

1.4: flatten()

1.3: merge(fromTO)

1.2: <<create>> 

1.1: <<create>> 

Figure 4.29: The ScenarioDAO updates a previously persisted object struc-
ture

Additionally, individual node values themselves may also change. The
merge operation analyzes each node and changes the object structure ac-
cordingly. Figure 4.30 on the following page outlines a simplified version
of the merge operation. Although not shown, note that equals() and
makeEqualTo() of INode descend recursively again. Upon call of equals(),
each node checks its own properties for equality and delegates to each child
node afterwards. makeEqualTo() behaves analogous.

4.5.2 Replication

As described in Section 3.2.2 on page 21, a means to forward data from the
local database to the grid database is needed. The replication component
shown in Figure 4.31 on the following page is responsible for achieving this
requirement.

However, as it is only necessary to publish data from the local database,
the replication component is only available for the local persistence compo-
nent. There, it acts as the controller of the replication process. The local
IReplicationSource acts as data source, whereas the grid implementation
of IPersistence acts as replication target.

The replication process is as follows: First, the replication component
queries the source database for every patient record. Then, each patient’s
personal information is removed (see Section 4.4.3 on page 44) and stored
in the grid database. After that, it retrieves the patient’s medical data from
the local database and forwards this information to the grid database. This
process is described graphically in Figure 4.32 on page 63.
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<<interface>>

1.6: merge(updated)

1.2: [equals() == false] makeEqualTo(currTO)

1.1: equals(currTO)

1.5.1: getChildren()

1.5: getUpdated(fromTO)

1.4.1: getChildren()

1.3.1: getChildren()

1.4: removeDeleted(fromTO)

1.3: addNew(fromTO)

1: merge(fromTO)

recursive call

Figure 4.30: The ScenarioDAO updates a previously persisted object struc-
ture (detail)

+ setTarget(target : IPersistence) : void
+ setSource(source : IReplicationSource) : void

<<interface>>
IConfigurableReplication

- anonymize(p : PatientData) : PatientData

Replication

Figure 4.31: The replication class
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loop

<<interface>> <<interface>>

scenario

1.4: getScenario(patient)

patient

1.5: saveOrUpdateScenario(scenario, patient)

1.2: anonymize()

1.3: saveOrUpdatePatient(p)

1.1: getAllPatients()
1: publish()

Figure 4.32: The replication process

4.5.3 Grid Proxy

The grid proxy is responsible for connecting the local persistence compo-
nent to the grid persistence component, in order to support replication. To
perform this task transparently, it implements the interface IPersistence.

Basically, the grid proxy just delegates all calls to the grid implementa-
tion of the persistence component. If a user of the local persistence compo-
nent has authenticated sufficiently and is authorized to access the grid, the
grid proxy impersonates the caller by masquerading as a predefined grid user
with the same privileges as the original caller. If the grid proxy would not
impersonate the caller, each authentication database had to be replicated to
the grid authentication database, which would add additional complexity.

4.5.4 Security Component

The security component ensures that every single call to the persistence
component is permitted. Otherwise, it rejects the method call before it hits
the persistence component. To perform its tasks, the security component
uses the interceptor pattern described in [SSRB00]. Thereby, users cannot
use any functionality unless access is explicitly granted. Figure 4.33 on
the next page shows a class diagram of the security component. In order
to act as interceptor, SecurityInterceptor must implement the interface
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IPersistence. It intercepts each method call, uses IGateKeeper to check
the caller’s credentials and on success delegates the call to the persistence
component.

+ canAccess(user : String, resource : String) : boolean
+ isPasswordOk(user : String, password : String) : boolean

<<interface>>
IUserInformation

DefaultGateKeeper

+ isAuthorized(user : String, password : String, resource : String) : boolean
+ isAuthenticated(user : String, password : String) : boolean

<<interface>>
IGateKeeper

SecurityInterceptor

IPersistence

DBUserInformation

SaltedHashEncryptor

+ encrypt(user : User) : String

<<interface>>
IPasswordEncryptor

Figure 4.33: Class Diagram of the security component

While IGateKeeper is responsible for checking credentials, the purpose
of IUserInformation is to provide an abstraction of the concrete persis-
tence mechanism for storing the credentials. This design sketches that the
user’s credentials are stored in a database. However, it also allows future
implementations to accomplish authentication using other technologies. The
interface IPasswordEncryptor defines a method for encrypting plain text
passwords. Here too, the design provides a default encryption mechanism
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with salted hashs, using an SHA-512 hashing algorithm (see Section 4.3.3 on
page 40).

Figure 4.34 shows the execution flow for an arbitrary method call. To
simplify the diagram, parameters have been omitted. Furthermore, as pre-
viously noted, if either authentication or authorization fails, the method call
is not delegated.

client <<interface>>
 : IGateKeeper

<<interface>>
 : IPersistence

<<interface>>
 : IUser 
Information

<<interface>>
 : IPassword 
Encryptor

 : Security 
Interceptor

7: anyCall()

1: anyCall()

6: canAccess()
5: isAuthorized()

4: encrypt()
3: isPasswordOk()

2: isAuthenticated()

Figure 4.34: Sequence diagram showing the simplified execution flow of an
arbitrary method call

Data Model

The data model for authentication and authorization is completely indepen-
dent of the metamodel, which holds the medical data. Therefore, it will be
deployed to a different database schema. Figure 4.35 on the following page
shows the data model.

Only authorized users have access to resources. Since method level se-
curity is used, resources are names of the respective methods. Grants allow
certain groups to access these resources. The members of a group are users.
Typically, a user can be a member of multiple groups. However, it is only
possible to grant access to resources to groups, but not to specific members
of a group. Table 4.4 on the next page presents the currently defined groups.
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- members0..*

1..*

1

0..* 0..*

1

- name : String

Resources

- name : String

Groups

- salt : String
- password : String
- name : String

Users

Grants

Figure 4.35: Data model for authentication and authorization

Group Description
GridUsers Allowed to perform queries within the grid
ReplicationUsers Allowed to publish data
SeeAppletUsers Users of the publicly available SeeApplet (no

grid access)
SeePPUsers Regular users of SEE++ (no grid access)

Table 4.4: Groups defined in the authentication database

4.5.5 Facade

The facade is the top-level composition of the persistence component and
provides the public interface of the persistence component. It is a facade in
terms of the Facade pattern of [GHJV03]; its main purpose is to simplify
the interaction with the persistence component for clients. Moreover, the
facade is responsible for providing remote access to clients.

However, the facade actually exists in two flavors: once for an environ-
ment outside the grid and once for the grid environment. Moreover, this is
the only part of the whole persistence component that is dependent on the
technical environment. All other parts are completely independent from the
technical environment.

In the next chapter, we will develop techniques to minimize the depen-
dencies from the technical environment even more. Aspect Oriented Pro-
gramming (AOP) will allow us to remove the (weak) coupling between the
security component and the facade, rendering the security component true
T-software and therefore improving maintainability.
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Implementation

Since the design is not limited to a concrete implementation language or a
specific framework, this chapter begins with the selection of target frame-
works. After that, some important and interesting implementation aspects
are described.

5.1 Selected Target Frameworks

The design was generic enough to leave technical specifications open. There-
fore, we now have to define the selected target frameworks. However, only
decisions for the most important frameworks are documented here.

First, the target language has to be defined. The current version of the
grid middleware Globus (see 2.6.2 on page 14), version 4.0, only supports C
and Java. As the local persistence component will be connected to its clients
via a Web service front-end, Java will be chosen. This has the advantage,
that only one implementation language for the local persistence component
and the grid persistence component is needed. Furthermore, the design is
flexible enough to allow the same component to work in both environments.
Only the configuration for the persistence component has to be changed.
This leads to less failures of the persistence component because the code
base of the persistence component is tested thoroughly. Another advantage
is that Java is very widespread, and therefore, there exist many frameworks
for different purposes.

5.1.1 Persistence Technology

Currently, different persistence approaches are available in Java. The most
basic approach is a direct communication with the database management
system. For Java, the respective technology is JDBC.

67
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JDBC

Since release 1.1, Java shipped with a standard persistence technology,
Java Database Connectivity (JDBC). JDBC allows communicating with
relational databases. It supports different database management systems
through JDBC drivers. The query language of JDBC is native SQL. This
has two important consequences: On the one hand, almost every developer is
familiar with SQL, and on the other hand, SQL dialects vary slightly among
different database management systems. Therefore, adapting all queries to
another database dialect can be a tedious task. Since JDBC involves a lot
of infrastructure code, writing JDBC code is very error prone.
However, this approach has various drawbacks. Another, more sophisti-
cated, approach that has evolved over many years is Object/Relational
(O/R) mapping. An O/R mapping framework is responsible for mapping ob-
jects to a relational database. The main advantage of O/R mapping frame-
works is that object persistence follows certain patterns and that the wheel
must not be reinvented again and again. In practice, sophisticated tech-
niques are employed in many O/R mapping frameworks to achieve almost
database management system independent code. [Amb05] further motivates
the use of O/R mapping frameworks. Currently, different O/R mapping
frameworks are available for Java. Some of the better known ones are:

• Java Data Objects (JDO) – an O/R mapping specification main-
tained by Sun

• Hibernate – a very mature open-source O/R mapping solution

• Object Relational Bridge (OJB) – an O/R mapping framework
of the Apache Group; it supports different specifications, one of them
is a JDO compliant implementation

• Castor – a data binding framework which provides bindings between
Java objects and XML files or relational databases

Since Hibernate and JDO are most widespread, they are picked for fur-
ther evaluation of O/R mapping frameworks.

JDO

JDO is rather a specification than a product (see [JDO05]). The specifica-
tion is maintained by Sun by the Java Community Process (JCP). Different
vendors can provide implementations of the JDO specification. JDO is,
by intention, not tied to the relational paradigm, but also supports object
databases and other persistence technologies like XML files. This introduc-
tion covers JDO version 1. Version 2.0 of the JDO specification is already
finished, so first implementations can be expected in short time.
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In order to be persisted by JDO, a class must implement the interface
PersistenceCapable, which defines 23 methods. Using this interface, JDO
implements lazy-loading at field level. However, an application level pro-
grammer never needs to implement this interface directly: JDO uses byte-
code or source code enhancement to implement this interface transparently
to the developer. Unfortunately, this feature needs an additional step during
the build process. This interface also serves the need for automatic change
detection by notifying the JDO backend about changed field values.

JDO defines its own query language, Java Data Object Query Language
(JDOQL), which is expressed through query objects. The disadvantage of
this approach is more verbose code than with a string-based query API.
However, the upcoming specification JDO 2.0 will allow developers to use
SQL on the one hand, and on the other hand, JDOQL will be enhanced.

Hibernate

Hibernate [Hib05] is an open source O/R mapping framework developed
under the GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL). Being compliant to
JSR-220, which specifies the persistence technology of Enterprise JavaBeans
3.0, Hibernate gains growing attention of the industry. Unlike JDO, Hiber-
nate only supports relational databases. Currently, 20 different database
management systems are supported. Hibernate aims to be a transparent
O/R mapping framework, which means that domain objects need not im-
plement specific interfaces or extend a special base class.

To perform automatic change detection, Hibernate uses snapshot com-
parisons. This means that Hibernate holds a copy of each persistent object
in the background. Upon the end of a transaction, it compares all objects
that are about to be saved with their snapshot copy. If Hibernate detects a
difference, it issues the right SQL commands to update, save or delete the
respective objects. For this task, Hibernate uses reflection heavily instead
of using bytecode enhancement as JDO does. It supports lazy-loading of
collections via dynamic proxies, which are generated by runtime bytecode
generation. Although bytecode is generated, this approach is, unlike JDO’s
approach, totally transparent to the developer and requires no extra build
step.

Hibernate ships with three different query languages: the proprietary
Hibernate Query Language (HQL), the Criteria API, and SQL. HQL is very
similar to SQL, which leads to a couple of advantages:

• Easy to learn: Most developers are already familiar with SQL.
Therefore, learning HQL is very easy.

• Powerful: As HQL maps almost directly to SQL, it supports the full
power of SQL and is even more expressive, i.e. HQL statements are
usually more compact than the corresponding SQL statements.
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Hibernate generates SQL statements at system startup. If the generated
SQL is not satisfying, plain SQL can be issued, with the disadvantage of
being tied to a particular database management system. The Criteria API
provides an alternative to HQL. It allows dynamic queries based on query
objects. While the code is more verbose compared to HQL queries, the
Criteria API is extensible by the user.

Selected Persistence Technology

As JDBC code is very tedious to write and, additionally, the object model
is very complex, using JDBC is not considered as suitable in this case.
Furthermore, when using JDBC database dependent SQL strings must be
issued, which can lead to maintenance problems when changing the target
database.

Although JDO is based on a standard, the huge user base and extensive
documentation of Hibernate must definitely be considered. Additionally, it
is sometimes better not to rely on a standard. Since Hibernate is not tied to
a standard, the innovation cycles are much shorter than for JDO products.
Furthermore, the JDO standard itself is too generic. For example, it does
not support relational databases out of the box and needs vendor specific
extensions to provide this feature. In contrast, starting with version 3.0, Hi-
bernate also supports mapping an object graph to XML files. Yet, Hibernate
still concentrates on its main task: mapping objects to relational databases.
Hibernate performs very well and uses sophisticated techniques to fine-tune
many aspects of how domain objects are mapped to the database.

Hibernate’s query language, HQL, is more powerful and yet less ver-
bose than JDO’s JDOQL. Although JDO 2.0 introduces better support for
relational databases and an improved query language, Hibernate has been
providing these features for a long time now and is well tested in many
thousand installations.

Last but not least, Hibernate’s handling is easier than JDO’s: There is no
bytecode processing which can cause problems with different JDK versions
or other bytecode enhancers. There are no hard to track, strange runtime
errors caused by bytecode enhancement. Due to all these reasons, Hibernate
will be employed in this project.

5.1.2 Application Framework

The purpose of an application framework is to reduce the number of initial
design decisions and to provide infrastructure to build applications on. Good
frameworks do not tie the application code to the framework by cluttering
framework specific code everywhere. Especially susceptible are frameworks
that are based on class inheritance or where application classes must imple-
ment specific interfaces.
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Some years ago, the question of which application framework to choose
in the J2EE sector definitely would have been answered with Enterprise Java
Beans (EJB). Recently, there is a strong trend in J2EE projects toward us-
ing lightweight containers, which is synonymous to component configuration
using a Dependency Injection approach. Two important representatives in
this league are:

• Jakarta HiveMind

• Spring framework

However, there exist many other lightweight containers like Pico Con-
tainer or Apache Excalibur. In contrast to Spring and HiveMind, they
mainly provide a Dependency Injection container, but no integration of
other J2EE frameworks. Therefore, only HiveMind and Spring are taken
into account.

Jakarta HiveMind

The HiveMind team defines HiveMind [Hiv05a] as a services and configura-
tion microkernel. In other words, HiveMind itself is a Dependency Injection
container. In 2003, Howard Lewis Ship created HiveMind in course of an
internal project at WebCT. Afterwards, it was donated to the Apache Soft-
ware Foundation and is now a Jakarta subproject. It is still maintained by
its creator Howard Lewis Ship and three other developers.

Although HiveMind itself is no J2EE application framework, the asso-
ciated HiveMind Utilities project provides integration classes for different
J2EE aspects:

• Persistence: Includes transaction handling, Hibernate integration
and iBATIS integration

• Remoting: Supports two remoting protocols named Hessian and
Burlap

• Security: Supports authentication and authorization facilities

Additionally, the HiveMind Utilities project [Hiv05b] delivers utility
classes for developing Swing-based user interfaces and an event notification
framework. Currently, HiveMind Utilities is only a one-man show. Upon
further inspection, it looks as if the project is just in a very early stage.

Spring Framework

As already mentioned, the Spring framework is not only a Dependency In-
jection container, but a fully fledged J2EE application framework. The mo-
tivation for developing Spring arose from the dissatisfaction of Rod John-
son about J2EE. The results are documented in [Joh03]. The framework
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developed in this book was open-sourced in 2003 and called Spring frame-
work [Spr05]. During that time, Jürgen Höller joined the Spring develop-
ment team. Since this time, he has been the lead developer of Spring.

The philosophy of the Spring framework is not to create new solutions for
problems already solved but to integrate existing solutions and to simplify
their usage. Spring is all about choice: It supports five different persistence
technologies, five different remoting technologies and integration of five dif-
ferent web frameworks, just to name a few aspects. Additionally, there are
a lot of utility classes and abstraction layers for many different J2EE APIs.
All modules are built on top of the bean factory, the IoC container of Spring.
As Spring’s design is highly modular, it allows picking only those parts of
the framework that are needed for the application. Using Spring satisfies
many of the design principles described in Section 4.1.2 on page 27 almost
automatically. Figure 5.1 shows the main modules of Spring.

ORM
Hibernate, JDO, iBATIS 

Support

Web
Web Application Context

Multipart Resolver
Web Utilties

Context
Application Context

UI Support
Validation

JNDI, EJB & Remoting 
Support

Mail

Core
Supporting Utilities

Bean Factory/Container

AOP
Source-level 
Metadata,

AOP 
Infrastructure

MVC
Web 

Frameworks

DAO
Transaction Infrastructure
JDBC and DAO support

Figure 5.1: Main modules of Spring (adapted from [Rai04])
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As an example how Spring simplifies application code, consider the fol-
lowing JDBC code that queries the number of users in a database:

public int getNrOfUsers() {

int count = 0;

Connection c = null;

try {

c = this.dataSource.getConnection();

Statement s = c.createStatement();

ResultSet rs = s.executeQuery("select count(*) from users");

count = rs.getInt(1);

rs.close();

s.close();

} catch (SQLException ex) {

throw new DaoException(ex);

} finally {

try {

if (c != null) {

c.close();

}

} catch (SQLException ex) {

throw new DaoException(ex);

}

}

return count;

}

This code is quite verbose and involves a lot of resource handling code.
Using Spring, the code looks as follows:

public int getNrOfUsers() {

return getJdbcTemplate().queryForInt("select count(*) from users");

}

Obviously, the latter code is much more readable and hence easier to
maintain. Spring’s JDBCTemplate class is responsible for resource man-
agement and converting JDBC’s SQLException to unchecked exceptions.
Spring maps SQLException not only to a single unchecked exception but to
a hierarchy of exceptions that give more specific information about the kind
of failure. Additionally, JDBCTemplate provides different utility methods
that convert most of Java’s primitive types directly. Therefore, application
code does not interfere with ResultSet.
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Selected Application Framework

While HiveMind focuses on the DI container and needs third-party libraries
to get integration for other J2EE frameworks, Spring integrates practically
all important APIs known in the frame of J2EE out of the box. Although one
could expect that Spring is a huge and bloated library, Spring is packaged
into separate modules, according to Figure 5.1 on page 72, so that users can
choose the libraries they need. Although the Spring bean factory provides
roughly the same features as the HiveMind container, Spring’s other mod-
ules are much more mature, more feature-rich, much better documented,
better tested and better designed than HiveMind Utilities. This is quite
understandable, comparing the version number and team-size of Spring and
HiveMind Utilities: Spring is currently available in version 1.2.3, developed
by 21 committers, six of them working full-time on the project, whereas
HiveMind Utilities is available in version 0.4.3, being developed by only one
person.

5.2 Security

This section covers selected implementation issues concerning the security
component. This discussion is not intended to be comprehensive at all, but
should rather shed some light on important and interesting aspects, as well
as arisen pitfalls during implementation of the security component.

5.2.1 Authentication and Authorization

The classes responsible for authentication and authorization ensure that ev-
ery call of a method of the Web service is secured appropriately by checking
the caller’s identity. A possible approach for securing every method is to
insert a method call that performs this check and throws an exception if the
caller is not granted access to the method:

public class BusinessClass {

private void check(Context ctx) throws SecurityException {

//perform check and eventually throw exception

}

public void securedMethod(Context ctx) throws SecurityException {

check(ctx);

//do work here

}

}
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However, doing so is not desirable, since this approach mixes up technical
code (authentication and authorization) and application code, which leads
to AT-software. To separate both aspects, a better variant is using the
Proxy pattern of [GHJV03]:

public interface BusinessInterface {

public void securedMethod(Context ctx);

}

public class BusinessClass implements BusinessInterface {

public void securedMethod(Context ctx) {

//do work here

}

}

public class SecurityInterceptor implements BusinessInterface {

private BusinessInterface delegate;

public SecurityInterceptor(BusinessInterface delegate) {

this.delegate = delegate;

}

private void check(Context ctx) throws SecurityException {

//perform check and eventually throw exception

}

public void securedMethod(Context ctx) {

check();

delegate.securedMethod(ctx);

}

}

Nevertheless, there is more code to write than for the first approach, but
now BusinessClass is not aware anymore of its methods being secured.
Hence, it is pure A-software. In a testing environment, the class can be used
without the Proxy, and in a production environment, the Proxy secures
each method. Additionally, provided that the client code relies only on the
interface, there is no need to adapt client code at all. As the Proxy code
is very tedious to write, it can easily be generated turning AT-software into
R-software.

If possible, generating code should be avoided in favour of other tech-
niques, in order to achieve separation of concerns. Unfortunately, concern-
ing object-oriented techniques, there are not many possibilities left. How-
ever, an aspect-oriented approach allows to avoid implementing a generator.
The Aspect-oriented programming (AOP) paradigm complements object-
oriented programming (OOP). While OOP focuses on the encapsulation of
behaviour and data in objects, AOP encapsulates aspects. Such aspects are,
for example, logging, transaction handling or security.
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[JH04] describes the most important terms of AOP:

• Crosscutting Concern: A concern is a particular issue, concept,
or area of interest for an application: typically, a goal the applica-
tion must meet. A crosscutting concern is a concern for which the
implementation cuts across many classes.

• Aspect: An aspect is a modularization of a crosscutting concern; the
gathering together of code that might otherwise have been scattered.

• Join point: A point during the execution of a program. The most
popular example is a method invocation.

• Advice: Action taken at a particular join point.

• Pointcut: A set of join points, defined to specify when an advice
should fire.

• Weaving: Assembling aspects into a complete execution flow, or a
complete class.

Using the AOP approach, we can simply define the security check as
crosscutting concern and implement an advice for the security check:

public interface BusinessInterface {

public void securedMethod(Context ctx);

}

public class BusinessClass implements BusinessInterface {

public void securedMethod(Context ctx) {

//do work here

}

}

public class SecurityInterceptor implements MethodInterceptor {

private boolean callAllowed(Context ctx) {

//perform security check here

}

public Object invoke(MethodInvocation invocation) throws Throwable {

Object returnValue = null;

Context ctx = getContext(invocation.getArguments());

if (callAllowed(ctx)) {

returnValue = invocation.proceed();

} else {

throw new SecurityException();

}

return returnValue;

}

}
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In order to secure each method of BusinessClass, we must define the
pointcut for all join points. In Spring, aspect weaving is performed declara-
tively. This is a simplified version of the configuration that implicitly secures
every method of BusinessClass:

<!-- class to be secured -->

<bean id="beanTarget" class="at.uarmi.BusinessClass"/>

<!-- advice -->

<bean id="secInterceptor" class="at.uarmi.SecurityInterceptor"/>

<!-- wiring pointcut and advice together -->

<bean id="businessClass"

class="org.springframework.aop.framework.ProxyFactoryBean">

<property name="proxyInterfaces">

<value>at.uarmi.BusinessInterface</value>

</property>

<property name="target">

<ref local="businessTarget"/>

</property>

<property name="interceptorNames">

<list>

<value>secInterceptor</value>

</list>

</property>

</bean>

Using the AOP approach, we have managed to divide the responsibilities
of each component. The BusinessClass is not aware of being secured and
is, hence, pure A-software. Similarly, the SecurityInterceptor performs
security checks independently from concrete application components, which
renders it T-software.

5.3 Instantiation of the Metamodel

To prepare the metamodel for use in a software application, it has to be
instantiated, which basically means that the meta-tables have to be filled
with concrete values. These values depend on the application. After the
instantiation, the metamodel is ready for use.

5.3.1 Approaches

Spreadsheets

Spreadsheet applications like Microsoft Excel are flexible and widespread
tools. Since instantiating a metamodel simply means defining values for
meta-tables, spreadsheets can be used to define these values easily. Further-
more, they enable fast and easy adaptation of the metamodel instantiation,
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if the underlying table structure has been changed. Adaptation is just a
matter of copy and paste. However, there are some drawbacks:

• Creation of the spreadsheet template by a generator: Do we over-
write the old one? How do we map old values to the new spreadsheet
template?

• Reading the spreadsheet: How do type and parent entry relate to each
other? There are no constraints for the parent entry, although the
metamodel itself would constrain them.

Metamodel Editing Application

Another approach is using a database editor where user interface and data-
base connection are integrated into one application. However, this approach
has different drawbacks. While gathering information about the database
schema and editing works well, it has been discovered that generating SQL
statements is not an easy task. In order to create all records in the targeted
database, they have to be inserted into the database in a certain order,
due to foreign key references among the records. Thus, the dependencies
between the database tables have to be resolved.

Additionally, the solution only works well if the schema does not change.
However, the tool should speed up the instantiation during development,
even if the schema changes. In such situations, it could support the user
by comparing an offline copy of the last metamodel instantiation with the
current schema and providing different “refactorings” to allow the user to
convert the old metamodel instantiation to the new one.

Plain SQL INSERT Statements

The simplest approach is to put SQL INSERT statements into a text file.
This approach is not as elegant as the editor described above, but, on the
other hand, there is no initial effort. However, SQL dialects differ among
different database management systems. Therefore, changing the database
system is considered a difficult task when the instantiation consists of many
statements. Similarly, changes of the schema can require many statements
to be updated manually.

Database Independent Record Description

This approach is similar to the previous one. The major drawback of SQL
INSERT statements is that their concrete syntax depends on the SQL di-
alect of the targeted database management system. Therefore, we isolate
the concrete syntax, in order to minimize the dependency on the database
management system’s SQL implementation. Using XML, the records could
be described as in the following example.
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<?xml version="1.0"?>

<records>

<record table="Authors" id="ERICH_GAMMA">

<column name="author_name">Erich Gamma</column>

</record>

<record table="Books">

<column name="title">Design Patterns</column>

<column name="author_id" references="ERICH_GAMMA"/>

</record>

</records>

A generator reads the XML file and generates SQL INSERT statements
dependent on the chosen database management system. While reading the
file, the tool caches the generated database ID of a record. If another record
references this record, the tool searches the symbolic foreign key name in the
cache and provides the key value generated by the database. Special XML-
attributes for data types like boolean, numbers or dates are not needed. The
tool derives data types automatically and converts values to their database
dependent representation.

Advantages of this tool are:

• The description is database independent. The tool currently ships with
two dialect implementations for Microsoft SQL Server 2000 and the
open source database management system Postgres 8.0. Due to the
design, supporting a new SQL dialect needs almost no implementation
effort.

• If the database schema changes, the file can easily be adapted.

Anyhow, there are also some disadvantages:

• Since the tool relies on the id generator algorithm of the database
management system, it cannot generate an SQL script, but needs to
insert the records directly into the target database.

• The tool assumes that every table has a numeric primary key column
called “id”.

• It only allows to specify one single XML file. Therefore, the instanti-
ation cannot be split into logical parts.

• It is up to the user to resolve the table dependency graph. If a refer-
enced key is not found, an error occurs.

5.3.2 Comparison and Conclusion

Table 5.1 on the following page shows a comparison of the different ap-
proaches presented, with respect to the effort for using an approach in var-
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ious situations. “++” means a very good rating, “−−” means a very bad
one. The other ratings are uniformly distributed in between.

Initial Effort Schema changes DBMS changes
Spreadsheet − + ++

Editor −− + ++
SQL Script ++ − −
XML File + − ++

Table 5.1: Comparison of different metamodel instantiation approaches.

The metamodel is already very stable, which means that only little
changes, if any, are to be expected. On the contrary, the database man-
agement system varies between the local and the grid installation of the
persistence component. Hence, the XML file approach has been chosen.

5.4 Persistence Component

5.4.1 Web Service Facade and Grid Facade

In Section 4.5.5 on page 66, we described that the facade makes the interface
of the persistence component available via a remoting protocol. Currently,
there are two different implementations of the facade: one for use outside
the grid and one for use inside the grid. Although these two protocols are
very similar, the implementation and the deployment artifacts differ slightly.
Creating all necessary files manually is not only error-prone, but also leads
to AT-software. Thus, we have to consider worthwhile alternatives.

In contrast to Section 5.2.1 on page 74, AOP does not contribute to a
solution here. However, the Proxy pattern can be employed in this situation,
to isolate remoting aspects (technical concern) and application aspects. A
generator for these Proxies avoids manual implementation. Given applica-
tion interface Ia, it generates a remote interface Ir that contains the same
methods as Ia, but additionally extends java.rmi.Remote and a class Cr,
the Proxy, that implements Ir. Cr gets the object it delegates to via con-
structor injection and expects that its class implements Ia.

This approach enables that the persistence component implementation
is totally independent of Web services or any specific grid framework. If the
Austrian Grid project decides to use any other grid framework than Globus,
only the Proxy generator that generates the grid-specific artifacts has to be
reimplemented. After rebuilding the persistence component, it is ready to
use in the new environment.
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5.4.2 Data Access Layer

Architecture of O/R Mapping Frameworks

This section aims to describe the black box architecture of an abstract O/R
mapping framework. The description is based on [Sie04]. Conceptually, each
O/R mapping framework consists of three important interfaces:

• Pool – acts as a container for objects

• Query – for performing queries

• Transaction – for transaction handling

The purpose of a pool, as already mentioned, is providing a container
for objects. Typical operations of a pool are:

• Insertion: Add a new element to the pool.

• Creation: Create a new instance. A pool of an O/R mapping frame-
work could create new objects by retrieving them by their primary key
provided by the user.

• Deletion: Remove an element from the pool. This does not mean
that the corresponding object is deleted entirely. Instead, it is only
removed from the pool.

The Pool interface corresponds to PersistenceManager in JDO and
Session in Hibernate. The pool is a transactional resource, which is ob-
tained via a PoolFactory. There is one PoolFactory for each database
an application can connect to. It holds the relevant configuration for each
database connection, such as the mapping files. Typically, there is one
PoolFactory instance and one or more Pool instances per application. Be-
sides the above-mentioned operations, pools in O/R mapping frameworks
normally implement object caching. This is an important possibility to
optimize performance in O/R mapping frameworks and is usually called
first-level cache.

Query allows performing queries on an object graph. Query instances
are obtained from the pool in most O/R mapping frameworks. There are
two different query language paradigms:

• Object-based: Queries are expressed by query objects. The resulting
query is more verbose but can be verified at compile-time. An example
for an object-based query language is the Hibernate Criteria API.

• String-based: Queries are expressed by query strings. Although
string-based queries are shorter than object-based queries, invalid que-
ries lead to runtime errors. Furthermore, string-based queries can lead
to injection issues. An example for a string-based query language is
the Hibernate Query Language (HQL).
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The third important interface of an O/R mapping framework concerns
transactions. It ensures that the database treats one or more database
operations as an atomic unit, which means that, in case of a commit, either
all operations are executed or, in case of a rollback, none of them is carried
out. Typically, application-level components should not be burdened with
transaction control as this leads to AT-software. Usually, the component
manager, for example Spring, carries out this task.

Individual O/R mapping framework may define other interfaces as well,
but the three interfaces described above are the most important ones.

Spring DAO Support

The Spring DAO support hides many details of O/R mapping frameworks
from the user:

• Configuration: The configuration is located in Spring’s configuration
file. As a consequence, the configuration is held in one place and is
easier to maintain.

• Persistence technology abstraction: Spring provides so called
Template classes for each persistence technology: HibernateTemplate,
JdoTemplate and TopLinkTemplate are three examples. These classes
hide most of the internals of the persistence technology. The appli-
cation programmer just interferes with the respective Template class;
Spring does the rest in the background. Hence, this leads to less in-
frastructure code.

Another step forward is the conversion of different exceptions thrown
by the individual persistence solutions to one unified hierarchy of
unchecked exceptions. This has two advantages: Normally, excep-
tions indicate unrecoverable errors, which typically cannot be handled
accordingly by the direct caller and must be propagated upwards. So,
it is better to use unchecked exceptions. Second, due to the unified
exception hierarchy, the application is independent of the persistence
technology employed. If the application starts with a JDBC implemen-
tation and migrates to a Hibernate implementation later, the thrown
exception types stay the same.

• Declarative transaction support: As noted in the last section,
application components should not be aware of transaction handling.
Spring allows to define transaction handling declaratively in the Spring
configuration file.

The following two code snippets demonstrate how much code Spring’s
DAO Support can save. The first code snippet retrieves all users older than
a given age with plain Hibernate code. Typically, some of the code shown
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is externalized to utility classes. In order to point out the contribution of
Spring’s DAO Support to shorter code, the infrastructure code is also shown
in the following example:

public class HibernateUtil {

public static Session currentSession() throws HibernateException {

//return current session

}

public static void closeSession() throws HibernateException {

//close current session

}

}

public class PlainHibernateUserDAO {

private static final String QUERY = "from Users u where u.age > ?";

public List getUsersOlderThan(int age) {

List users = null;

Session session = HibernateUtil.currentSession();

//must catch proprietary HibernateException

try {

users = session.createQuery(QUERY).setInteger(0, age).list();

} catch (HibernateException ex) {

//explicit conversion to an unchecked exception

throw new MyDaoException(ex.getMessage());

} finally {

//explicitely close session

HibernateUtil.closeSession();

}

return users;

}

}

The same task using Spring’s DAO Support is implemented as follows:

public class SpringHibernateUserDAO extends HibernateDaoSupport {

private static final String QUERY = "from Users u where u.age > ?";

public List getUsersOlderThan(int age) {

return getHibernateTemplate().find(QUERY, new Integer(age));

}

}

Although not shown in the examples above, transactional support is
also of importance. If the DAO must participate in a transaction, Spring
allows to define a transactional proxy for the DAO declaratively, i.e. without
changing any code. Using the plain Hibernate approach, the code has to be
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adapted, in order to be transaction-aware. Besides, the application code is
burdened with transaction control, which can lead to inconsistent behavior.

5.4.3 Transport Object Transformator

In Section 4.5.1 on page 57, the design of a component that transforms a
graph of transport objects to its corresponding metamodel representation
was introduced. However, for this thesis, the component was implemented
manually. For future versions, it should be considered to automate this step.
There are two imaginable approaches:

• Transformation at buildtime

• Transformation at runtime

We will discuss the differences between the two approaches later. What
they both have in common is that they need metainformation about the
mapping between the two representations. This can be compared to the
mapping files needed by O/R mapping frameworks. Nevertheless, the map-
ping files needed in this case can get much more complicated, since transport
object representation and metamodel representation are typically completely
different.

Buildtime

This approach needs a generator that generates source code for the transfor-
mation classes during buildtime. The application can use these generated
classes to perform the transformation between both representations. The
advantages are compile-time safety, it is also possible to debug the gener-
ated code and, although strongly discouraged, the possibility to manually
change code. Additionally, at runtime, the mapping files are not needed
any more because the mapping information is already contained in the gen-
erated classes. A disadvantage is that the build process must be adapted
accordingly, in order to call the generator.

Runtime

The runtime approach can use either reflection or runtime code generation
to perform the mapping. Currently, in the Java community, reflection is
much more widespread than runtime code generation. Typically, modern
virtual machines implement reflection very efficiently, i.e. with almost no
overhead compared to an ordinary method invocation. Therefore, this ap-
proach causes no or minor performance degradation. Contrary to the build-
time approach, the transformator is just another library in the classpath
that reads all mapping files during startup of the application and performs
each transformation on the fly. As there are no generated classes, an open
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issue is how to interact with the transformator. For this purpose, the trans-
formator must define an object to which the object graph to transform is
given. Hence, this approach is not object-oriented but service-oriented: The
transformator provides a service to the application.

5.5 Summary

This chapter presented various techniques for reducing the amount of code
duplicated and the effort to build new releases. One example for reduced
code duplication is the employment of AOP in the security component.
The generator described in Section 5.3 on page 77 reduces the effort to
instantiate the metamodel. Future improvements like the transport object
transformator described in Section 5.4.3 on the page before even reduce
the effort to adapt the persistence component for other applications than
SEE++.



Chapter 6

Evaluation

After defining requirements, outlining the design and presenting impor-
tant implementation aspects, this chapter focuses on the evaluation of the
persistence component. To evaluate the effects of both persistence ap-
proaches, this section compares the currently used file-based approach with
the metamodel-driven approach developed in this thesis.

6.1 Interoperability

We understand interoperability as the ability of a system to work together
with other systems. The file-based approach uses a proprietary binary file
format, whereas the metamodel-driven approach relies on several standards:

• SQL: The backend works with any ANSI-SQL 92 compliant database.
For these databases, a lot of tools for various purposes exist.

• JDBC: The persistence framework chosen, Hibernate, interacts with
the target database through JDBC. This enables the employment of
standard connection pooling libraries, standard transaction coordina-
tors and high-performance drivers.

• Web services: The front-end of the persistence component is re-
motely accessible through Web service technology. This reduces cou-
pling between client and server. Furthermore, it allows accessing the
persistence component from any client, regardless of its programming
language and operating system.

As the new persistence component relies on many standards, interoper-
ability is much higher compared to the file-based approach.

86
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6.2 Security

Security is used as defined in Section 4.1.1 on page 26. The file-based ap-
proach can only rely on operating system support, i.e. properly set access
rights to the binary files. The binary encoding does not protect the patient
records from read access because anyone can download a trial version of
SEE++ and view any patient record file.

In contrast, the new persistence component employs many techniques to
maximize security:

• Encrypting any network transfer via HTTPS or SSL.

• Applying certificates on client and server side to ensure mutual trust.

• Strong encryption of user passwords with a SHA-512 salted hash. The
salt value is created with a cryptographically safe random number
generator.

All cryptographic algorithms are based on proven, widespread and solid
standards to maximize security. There is no homemade cryptographic algo-
rithm embedded, which could have undetected security flaws.

However, due to the fact that the new persistence component is accessible
remotely, a lot of network related security issues are introduced that need
to be addressed actively. Furthermore, there is much more code involved,
which can introduce more security-related bugs.

6.3 Reporting Issues

We understand reporting as a means to extract aggregated information from
a data source. In the case of SEE++, this aggregated information could be
the typical number of treatments, the average age of patients and others.

As the new persistence component relies on SQL, there exist many so-
phisticated reporting tools. This eases the creation of comprehensive re-
ports based on the metamodel. In contrast to the file-based approach, the
metamodel-based approach acts as a datastore for multiple patients. There-
fore, it is also possible to create reports that aggregate data of multiple pa-
tient treatments or to compare patient treatments to each other. Providing
this functionality for the file-based approach can quickly get complicated.

6.4 Multi-user Capability

The file-based persistence approach is by intention designed to be accessed
by only one user concurrently. The new persistence component exposes its
interface remotely via a Web service. This enables concurrent access by
multiple users. To ensure data-integrity and isolation among concurrent
calls, each remote access takes place in a separate database transaction.
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6.5 Coupling to Clients

The file-based approach is tied to the SEE++ rich client, whereas the
metamodel-based persistence component uses standard Web service tech-
nology. Therefore, the latter is not coupled to a specific client but can be
accessed by different clients, such as the SEE++ rich client, the SEE++ ap-
plet and the pathology fitter in the grid environment. Each of the software
systems mentioned is implemented in a different programming language and
runs in a different environment. Furthermore, client and server components
are decoupled concerning location, as Web services are typically accessible
from all over the world. Nevertheless, as the Web service calls are syn-
chronous, client and server components are not decoupled in regard to time.

6.6 Maintainability

We use the term maintainability according to the definition given in Sec-
tion 4.1.1 on page 26. The layered architecture of the persistence component
ensures that changes affect only small parts of the system. To enhance main-
tainability even more, different tools facilitate development by synchronizing
source code with configuration files, generating glue code, creating deploy-
ment artifacts for different environments, creating the database schema and
filling it with reference data.

The new persistence component is also more stable against changes of
the object graph format needed by the client. While the old persistence
component is directly tied to this specific format, the new persistence com-
ponent defines a transformation between the metamodel representation and
the transport object model, which is needed to communicate with the client.

6.7 Complexity

As Goethe already pointed out: “There is strong shadow where there is much
light”. Although the new persistence component introduces many benefits
compared to the current approach, it also introduces a lot more complexity:

• Server-side component: Due to the employment of Web services,
the new persistence component requires deployment to a server, which
can host a Web service. This, in turn, requires knowledge about the
configuration of the targeted server.

• Cryptographic technologies: In order to maximize security, the
persistence component relies heavily on different cryptographic algo-
rithms. One has to understand the characteristics of different algo-
rithms to be able to apply them appropriately. Additionally, it must
constantly be tracked if the algorithms used are still secure enough.
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• Layered architecture: The more layers, subsystems and compo-
nents are involved in getting a task done, the more complicated it gets
to understand how a system works.

• O/R mapping: O/R mapping itself is a very complex area. One
has to understand how the O/R mapping tool maps tables to objects,
performs lazy-loading, first and second-level caching, and transactions.
This can become very tricky and needs a lot of testing.

• Relational database: The current persistence component uses just a
plain file to write to. Databases can introduce a lot of additional com-
plexity. User accounts with sufficient rights must be created, database
schemas must be created and data migration must be addressed, just
to name a few of many aspects.

All these issues raise the bar for new programmers becoming acquainted
with the persistence component. These issues are best addressed with thor-
ough documentation, clean, well-structured code and a lot of test cases that
show samples of how to use the API.

6.8 Performance

As the previous section has already demonstrated, the new persistence com-
ponent introduces a lot more complexity than the current one. Obviously,
complexity affects performance. Therefore, the current persistence compo-
nent is much faster than the new one. The low performance of the new
persistence component mainly arises due to the following two reasons:

• Metamodel: The metamodel introduces an additional layer, the meta
layer. This layer mainly consists of tables with the suffix “Type” in
their name. For example, if a telephone number of a patient must
be persisted, a new entry in the Contact table and an association
to the ContactType table is created, apart from the new association
to the Party table. This leads to an overhead compared to saving
the telephone number directly as an attribute in the Party table. In
essence, there are a lot of objects created when introducing a meta
layer.

• O/R mapping framework: If the client changes only one attribute
value of the client-side object graph and persists this graph afterwards,
the O/R mapping framework must first load and build the correspond-
ing object graph from the database, compare the two graphs and per-
sist the differences to the database. Unfortunately, the chosen O/R
mapping framework, Hibernate, must inspect each node of the object
graph individually, in order to detect any changes. For a graph con-
taining several thousand objects, this comparison takes a considerable
amount of time.
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This implies that it would be better to use the new persistence com-
ponent only for patient cases where the surgeon wants to run statistical
analyses. However, a slight redesign of the persistence component that en-
ables the use of an object-oriented database could improve performance
drastically. Whitepapers of the database vendor db4o [db405] mention that
their object-oriented database can persist about 200,000 objects per sec-
ond. Although this statement has not been verified by own tests, and it is
expected that performance in a real-world case is much lower, evaluating
db4o should definitely be considered. Since the design of the data access
component is based on the DAO pattern (see Section 4.5.1 on page 56), it
should be possible to change the implementation to use db4o for persistence
within a few days. However, there are still other time-consuming aspects to
consider, such as filling the database with reference data and transactions.
Additionally, the benefit of using standard tools for accessing the database
is lost.



Chapter 7

Conclusion

First, in this chapter, the results achieved are discussed. Afterwards, we
describe further fields of applicability and give an outlook for possible future
improvements of the persistence component developed.

7.1 Results

The main result of this thesis is the design and implementation of a persis-
tence component for SEE++. This component stores data to a metamodel-
based database. Both, the persistence component and the metamodel, are
designed to be easily customizable and adaptable to new requirements.

The second result is a security component that secures calls to the per-
sistence component. As Section 5.2.1 on page 74 has shown, the security
component is not tied to the persistence component at all. Therefore, it can
be maintained separately and used in other projects as well.

Additionally, different supporting software has been developed to fill
the databases with reference data and generate code for remoting proxies,
configuration files and other deployment artifacts.

A comprehensive unit test suite ensures that implementation changes to
the persistence component do not lead to undiscovered bugs. This further
encourages making changes and refactorings even in essential parts of the
code. Heavy use of automation in form of build scripts minimizes the effort
to build releases, to reset databases and to run tests.

7.2 Applicability

Although this persistence component has been implemented for SEE++
only, the metamodel aims at being used in other products too. Its main
purpose is to provide an application independent datastore for medical ap-
plications in general. Currently, the metamodel is evaluated for its applica-
bility for other products of the UAR.
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7.3 Outlook and Future Improvements

7.3.1 Transformator Component

As mentioned before, the metamodel is independent of a certain applica-
tion. However, the persistence component itself is, in a certain extent, tied
to SEE++. We believe that refactoring the implementation of the persis-
tence component, in order to minimize the effort to support new medical
applications, is possible. From the current point of view, the part that will
need the most investigation is the transformation of the transport object
representation into a metamodel representation and vice versa, as discussed
in Section 4.5.1 on page 57. Two feasible approaches would be:

• Generating transformation code at build time (see Section 5.4.3 on
page 84).

• Implementing code that analyses object graphs at run time (see Sec-
tion 5.4.3 on page 84).

Although the current design for the transformation is almost straightfor-
ward, automating this aspect involves different challenges, as the structure
of the transport object representation and the corresponding metamodel
representation are usually very different.

7.3.2 Evidence-based Medicine

According to [SRG+96], Evidence-based Medicine (EbM) is

“[...] the conscientious, explicit, and judicious use of current
best evidence in making decisions about the care of individual
patients. The practice of evidence based medicine means inte-
grating clinical expertise with the best available external clinical
evidence from systematic research.”

Following this definition, EbM treats three important aspects:

1. The individiual patient,

2. the doctor and its expertise, and

3. external knowledge gathered from clinical studies.

EbM aims to increase the quality of treatments by questioning currently
typical clinical practice. It does so by integrating a huge knowledge base
consisting of clinical studies and former treatments. If other practices than
the typical ones have turned out to be successful, clinicians publish their
insight as clinical studies. These studies can be imported into EbM systems,
which, in turn, can relate the current patient case to the patient cases in the
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clinical studies. The EbM system then presents the physician the relevant
clinical studies.

However, there is still much research needed to achieve these goals for
SEE++. The developed metamodel is intended to provide a basic imple-
mentation of a knowledge base in this area. Due to the metamodel, the
knowledge base is almost independent from concrete applications. Never-
theless, storing data is just one aspect. The second and more important
aspect is the deduction of knowledge from these data. For this purpose,
various techniques can be employed. Among them are statistical methods,
data-mining, genetic programming and neuronal nets; a very interesting field
of investigation from the point of view of a software engineer.

7.3.3 Fuzzy Search

Another field of further investigation is the implementation of fuzzy search
for gaze patterns. Fuzzy search would allow the pathology fitter (see Sec-
tion 3.2.2 on page 21) to query for similar gaze patterns, not only for exactly
matching ones.

7.3.4 Replication

As typical for new software, the persistence component does not imple-
ment all features perfectly. Especially the replication component (see Sec-
tion 4.5.2 on page 61) has not been implemented and designed with per-
formance in mind. Actually, the current form of replication should just be
considered as proof of concept and is definitely not ready for production use.
Although this is a minor issue, more advanced replication techniques should
definitely be employed in future version of the persistence component.

7.3.5 Security

The last field of future improvements concerns the security component. The
security component could, for example, react more intelligently to brute-
force attacks or allow more sophisticated access control than the current
method level security. Additionally, there is a lot of infrastructure missing:
Automatic account creation for users of the SEE++ applet and audit trails
should definitely be addressed in further versions.
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